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FOREWORD
This final report represents the results of a 9-month study to deter-
mine the feasibility of using an Electronic Image System (EIS) as a scientific
data gathering device for the NASA/California Institute of Technology
Photoheliograph program.
Acknowledgement is given to NASA-Headquarters, NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center, the California Institute of Technology, and Ball Brothers
Research Corporation for their aid in providing the system characteristics
and information needed to perform the EIS study.
Westinghouse personnel contributing to the study program were:
Emil L. Svensson Principal Investigator
Fred L. Schaff Associate Principal Investigator
Dr. A. S. Jensen Consultant on Sensor Technology
C. Sturtevant Telemetry Capabilities
D.T. Provine Data Handling and Film Techniques
K. Badertscher Computer Programming
F. J. Kaisler Optics
W. Hayden Project Administration

1. INTRODUCTION
The Photoheliograph program will be the highest resolution investi-
gation of the sun presently planned. It is a multistage program starting with
the present 65-centimeter aperture, then the 1.5-meter aperture, and
finally culminating in the 3.0-meter aperture (Large Space Telescope).
However, each instrument will be no better than the instrumentation between
the telescope and final hard copy used for scientific analysis. Image detec-
tion is of major importance since information lost cannot be recovered.
With this in mind, early versions of the photoheliograph have been designed
with film as the sensor because of its undisputably high resolution capability
and historical experience. However, film also incurs the disadvantages of
large bulk, radiation damage susceptability, low sensitivity, difficulty in
data reduction, variations in density from frame to frame, and most impor-
tantly, the lack of real-time information plus the requirement of physical
recovery of exposed film. Westinghouse Electric Corporation was selected
to review the state of the art of electronic imaging systems to determine the
possibility of deriving approaches capable of achieving the requirements of
the Photoheliograph program.
The initial study approach was directed in the following six areas.
• Determination of characteristics of the solar activity within the spec-
tral response of the photoheliograph.
• Determination of characteristics of the space vehicles which could
carry the photoheliograph, specifically the stability and data handling
capabilities.
• Analysis of the capability of the ground based data gathering network
to assimilate the generated information.
• The characteristics of the photoheliograph and the associated spectral
filters.
• The results anticipated by the Principal Investigator.
• The state of the art of electronic imaging sensors.
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The result of this effort could then be used to define the optimum
sensor and the television/telemetry system which would best meet the over-
all requirements. In addition, brief supporting studies were made to com-
pare the results with film and also to determine if any changes external to
the electronic imaging system could be made to improve overall system
capability when used with an electronic imaging system (EIS).
Early in the study, it was determined that two major tradeoff areas
existed which impacted on the overall program regardless of whether film
or electronic imagery was used. The first was that the state of the art in
spacecraft stabilization was inadequate for the spacial resolution of the
photoheliograph. This resulted in the need for high-sensitivity sensors used
with short exposure times which, typically, cause a reduction in resolution.
The possibilities of additional image motion compensation within the photo -
heliograph were considered and television systems optimized for IMC or non-
IMC are discussed. The second problem area is in the total data handling
capability of the typical vehicle. With film, the problem is total bulk and
transfer capability. With the EIS, the problem must consider the vehicle
data storage capability, the telemetry bandwidth, the downlink signal-to-
noise ratio, and the total time over ground tracking stations. This problem
is discussed based on present and predicted mission capabilities.
All available sensors were studied within the constraints of the experi-
ment to determine if there was a single outstanding candidate which could be
used with any variation of the present or future Photoheliograph program.
Lacking this perfect candidate, all sensors were characterized so that an
optimum match could be obtained. The tradeoffs are between sensitivity,
resolution, overall system complexity, and sensor growth capability. The
first three items were compared to the requirements of the 65-centimeter
photoheliograph mounted on the ATM-B. The growth factor is then consid-
ered for the larger aperture Photoheliographs along with the growth required
in spacecraft stability and data handling capability before an overall improve-
ment is obtained.
The final section is devoted to specifying a system or systems which
would contain the television subsystem, the data storage devices, the tele-
metry interface circuitry, a display subsystem for the astronauts, and the
1-2
controls required for overall operation. The system is patterned around
the 65-centimeter photoheliograph but would have growth potential for future
missions.
Appendix A considers a possible change to the photoheliograph which
would provide an improved EIS by increasing the format size. Appendix B
makes comparisons between film and EIS on overall performance. Appen-
dix C describes a computer program designed to compute EIS signal current
and signal-to-noise ratios for spectral characteristics, optics, filter charac-
teristics, and the sensor.
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2. SCIENTIFIC REQUIREMENTS
This section describes the characteristics of the sun, the photohelio-
graph, and the scientific objectives of the program and their impact on the
EIS. These characteristics define the limits of sensitivity, resolution,
frame time, and total frames of information required from the EIS.
2.1 SOLAR CHARACTERISTICS
The sun can roughly be described as a disc, subtending approximately
a 32-minute field of view when viewed from earth and radiating energy at a.
black body temperature of 5, 900°K. Figure 2-1 (reference 1) illustrates
the black body continuum curve and the energy received at the surface
through the atmosphere. The spectral intensity variations, as a function of
weather conditions and scattering in the atmosphere, limit the spacial
resolution to about 0. 5 arc-sec on rare occasions and more than 1. 0 arc-
sec typically even in clear weather. Thus, it is obvious that accurate and
repeatable measurements of the solar energy, and thereby a broader
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Figure 2-1. Approximate Solar Spectrum
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understanding of plasma physics, can be obtained only from sensors located
outside the earth's atmosphere. The photoheliograph is designed to have
greater spacial and spectral resolution capabilities than would be usable in
an earthbound device.
The absolute value of solar radiance has been well defined from earlier
missions and could serve as a calibration for this mission. The important
requirement is that the EIS sensitivity with wavelength be accurately defined
and remain constant throughout the mission so that TV frames taken during
the mission can be compared. Spectral resolution is completely defined by
the filters on the photoheliograph and requires only that the EIS have suffi-
cient sensitivity at all wavelengths of interest.
Table 2-1 shows a more accurate representation of the solar energy
including the Fraunhofer absorption lines, their approximate width, and the
energy levels. Each line represents a discrete absorption of energy by a
particular ionization. The finite width of the line is an indication of varia-
tions in motion or doppler shift of the atoms, and the total energy difference
from the solar mean is an indication of the relative quantity of each atom.
The photoheliograph, by scanning both its narrow field of view and spectral
width, can map these values with reference to particular solar events. The
values in the table are averages over the entire solar disc; and, thus, local
regions (particularly in sunspots, etc) should deviate significantly from
these values.
A third definition of solar characteristics is also required to define
the EIS. The rate of change of the detail under observation must be known
since it will determine the frame times, the time between frames, total
number of frames, and the mix between the three cameras and four spectral
filters attached to the Photoheliograph. The solar features are put into two
categories: one of short-lived features and one of long-lived features.
Actual occurrences will be somewhat unpredictable until launch, but planning
based on previous occurrences will be used by the Principal Investigator to
cover any likely events.
Short-lived features are those whose occurrence will be less than an
orbit including fine structure and motions of photospheric granules, fine
structures and motions of chromospheric network features, chromospheric
2-2
TABLE 2-1
SOLAR RADIANCE FOR PHOTOHELIOGRAPH
Spectral
X
O(A)
2000
2200
2400
2600
2795.
2800
2802.
2851.
2881.
3000
3200
3400
3581.
3600
3700
3734.
3800
3820.
3900
3933.
3968.
4000
4045.
4100
4101.
4200
4226.
4300
4340.
4383.
4400
4500
4600
4800
4861.
FX
4
3
6
1
2
9
5
7
5
8
7
7
5
6
3
#
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
1.
2.
2.
0.
3.
3.
0.
3.
0.
3.
0.
0.
3.
0.
3.
0.
3.
0.
3.
0.
0.
3.
3.
3.
3.
0.
04
141
19
39
85
65
24
68
10
03
15
03
35
07
54
21
22
71
08
82
82
90
08
91
63
12
90
87
82
71
55
Width
o
9
2
2
3
1
19
14
1
3
1
2
1
3
(A) .
22
22
.6
.6
. 3
. 1
.8
. 1
.4
.25
.0
.41
.89
.05
.75
Strong
Fraunhofer
Lines
Mg II
Mg. II
Mg II
Si. I
fe.I
fe l
f e l
Call
Call
f e l
HI (H6)
Ca I
Hl(Hy)
f e I
HI (H/3)
Xo(A)
5000
5167.3
5122.7
5183.6
5500
5890
5895.9
6000
6500
6562.8
Spectral Strong
FX Width Fraunhofer
* (A) Lines
3. 57
0.45 0.88 Mg I
0.34 1.27 Mg I
0.31 1.62 Mg I
3.25
0. 12 0.83 Na I
0. 14 0. 6 Na. I
2.86
2. 54
0. 390 4. 1 HI(ka)
Watt-Steradian" A" -cm x 10~
Reference 2: Astrophysical Quantities; Allen, C.W.; Athlone Press; 1963
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oscillations, motion in prominences, detailed structure of filaments, etc.
An estimate of the maximum rate of change which might occur can be
inferred from a solar flare which occurred on 8 August 1968 in an active
area where on 7 August a major flare was predicted. The flare expanded
from nonexistence to 800 million square miles in 2-1/2 minutes. This
corresponds to an average expansion of 0.4 arc-sec/sec or twice the photo-
heliograph diffraction limit per second. This obviously demonstrates the
desirability of repeating a frame per camera every 3 seconds or faster
under maximum conditions.
Long-lived features are those which exist with little change from one
earth orbit to the next. Typical of this type are growth of active regions,
life histories of sunspots, patrol observations to catch flare details, etc.
The long-lived features require the same spacial and spectral resolution
as the short-lived events but do not impact the frame and recycling times
of the EIS. The most difficult problem will be registration of frames from
orbit to orbit, both spacially and in relative intensity. Both problems place
restraints not only on the EIS but also on the photoheliograph.
2.2 PHOTOHELIOGRAPH CHARACTERISTICS
The photoheliograph is essentially a large reflector telescope designed
to observe the solar energy in three bands from the far ultraviolet through
the visible to the Hydrogen Alpha line in the visible red. The telescope
focuses a 2 arc-min square section of the sun's surface ( = 1/200 of the
solar disc) onto a 21- by 21-millimeter format with a diffraction limit of
1, 320 TV lines or 33 Ip/mm at the EIS input. The major characteristics of
the photoheliograph that affect the EIS are detailed in table 2-2. The total
4
mirror losses are (R ) the reflectivity value of each of 4 mirrors. In
addition, the T# shown includes an estimate for the losses in the beam-
splitters which divide the incoming energy onto the three scientific cameras
plus the standard scan, spotting telescope. The image motion compensation
device is not included since its use is not yet established.
Table 2-3 contains pertinent details of the spectral filters used with
each of the three EIS's. A series of wideband filters in the visible band
are also likely, but these will parallel the tunable birefringent filter and
will have neutral density filters to reduce the intensity to the same level as
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TABLE 2-2
PHOTOHELIOGRAPH TELESCOPE DETAILS
Aperture
Focal Length
f/#
Image Plane
Obscuration
Mirror Reflectivity (total)
T/#
FOV
Diffraction Limit
Diffraction Limit (@ format)
Total TV Lines
65 cm
3, 250 cm
50
Zl x 21 mm
20 percent
92 to 65 percent
79 to 111
2x2 min
0.2 sec
33 Ip/mm
1,320
1.5m
3, 250 cm
22
2 1 x 2 1 mm
20 percent
92 to 65 percent
35 to 49
2 x 2 m i n
0.09 sec
75 Ip/mm
3,000
TABLE 2-3
PHOTOHELIOGRAPH FILTER DETAILS
a. Ultraviolet
Type
Bandwidth
Band Center
Peak Transmission
b. Visible
Type
Bandwidth
Band Center
Peak Transmission
c. Hydrogen Alpha
Type
Bandwidth
Band Center
Interference
100 A
2 ,200 A
15 percent
Tunable Birefringent
-1/4 A
Tunable (4, 000 to 6, 000 A)
~ 5 percent
Fabry-Perot Interferometer
1/2 A
6,563 A
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the tunable birefringent filter. The Hydrogen Alpha and the ultraviolet
filters are available, and their parameters are accurately defined. However,
the tunable birefringent filter is under development, and both spectral
width and peak transmission values may change. Anticipated filter widths
of 1/8 A at 4000 A and 1/4 A at 6000 A are included in the calculations.
The overall optical schematic, shown in figure 2-2, illustrates two
possible configurations. One configuration requires one camera to operate
with broadband filters in both the ultraviolet and the visible; the other two
cameras are used for the Hydrogen Alpha and the birefringent filters alone.
This approach allows greater utilization of the birefringent filter but at a
cost of energy lost in the broadband beamsplitters and the inability to use a
solar blind photocathode in the ultraviolet camera to reduce spectral dis-
crimination required from the ultraviolet filters. A second approach uses
dichroic beamsplitters which both reduce unwanted energy relative to
desired energy in each direction and increases the relative intensity of the
desired energy. Also, one camera is used exclusively for ultraviolet which
allows a solar blind photocathode to use the sensor as a visible light filter.
Thus, for purposes of EIS evaluation, it has been assumed that the second
approach is more likely to be used, and all computations are based on this
assumption. The characteristics of the mirrors, beamsplitters, etc are
further described in the following item list.
Items 1, 2, 3, 4: All mirrors for the main telescope. Total
reflectivity is R .
If mirrors are coated with enhanced silver.
X> 4500 A R =95 percent
X< 4500 A R degrades to 20 percent at 2000 A
If mirrors are coated with aluminum
X> 3500 A R « 85-90 percent
2000 A < X< 2500 A R = 75 percent
Item 5, 6: Ultraviolet - visible dichroic beamsplitters
X > 2 5 0 0 A T=85 percent
X< 2500 A R = 90 percent
Item 7: Red - visible dichroic beamsplitter
X> 6000 A T = 90 percent
X< 6000 A R = 90 percent
2-6
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Item 8, 12, 15: Flip-out flats - silvered mirrors. Item 8 and 12
flip-out to give input to image and focus control.
Item 15 flip-out to use Zeiss birefringent filter
or broadband visible filter wheel.
Item 9: Zeiss birefringent filter, tunable
Item 10: Halle Hydrogen Alpha filter
Item 11: Ultraviolet interference filter
Item 13: Broad band visible filters on wheel plus neutral
density filters to reduce intensity.
Item 16, 17, 18: Cameras, EIS, or film.
Item 19: Broadband beamsplitters
T ~45 percent
R ~45 percent
Item 20: Broadband silvered mirrors
R -95 percent
Item 21: Red - visible dichroic beamsplitter
X> 6000 A R~ 90 percent
X> 6000 A T-90 percent
With these values defined for the photoheliograph and the solar output
obtained from table 2-1, the net intensity to the EIS can be obtained. The
computer program of Appendix C was designed to do this computation for
any desired set of telescope characteristics, filters, photocathodes, sensors,
and electronics, but the four basic power levels are determined here for
reference. These levels are the two fixed filters, the ultraviolet and the
Hydrogen Alpha, and the anticipated minimum and maximum values obtained
with the Zeiss birefringent filter. The computation is simply the equation
for the irradiance at the large of an extended distant object
H= ^ =- W - M-2
4(T#r(m+ir
Where: N = radiance of source (table 1-1)
• m = image size/object size —• 0 for this case
, T# = telescope f#/\/Tr
and where: Tr = multiple of all losses including mirror reflectivities, the
beamsplitter losses, and the obscuration loss.
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The filter width and filter transmission values must also be factored
in to obtain the net power presented to the sensor. Table 2-4 shows the
step by step values and the final results. Table 2-5 shows the results for
the 65-cm aperture telescope and those anticipated from the future 1. 5-meter
aperture telescope. These values will then serve as the basis for all
power considerations required throughout the document. Although these do
not represent final values, they are the latest available estimates and should
be accurate enough to make a fair evaluation of the EIS problem.
TABLE 2-4
SELECTED IRRADIANCE COMPUTATIONS
Ultravioli.-t Visible Minimum
Name Uni ts Symbol 2200A
Radiance W- Sr"1- A" ' • m"2 N
fH nom:
( 1 -Obscurat ion) none
M i r r o r nonr
Beamspli t ter nonu
Net Transmiss ion none Tr
Spectral none TS
Ir rad iance W . A~ ' . m~ 2 H
Filter Width A
Filter Transmission nonr
Net I r r ad i ance W- K-l
1.
0.
0.
0.
0.
1 1
9.
4 1 x l 0 2
50
8
754
9
204
1
0 3 x l O ~ 3
100
0. 15
36x10" '
7.
50
0.
0.
0.
0.
91
7.
0.
0.
4.
4045. 8A
8x10 '
8
854
85x0. 90x0.95
302
4 x l O " 3
125
05
6 2 x l O ~ 5
Visible Maximum
3.
0.
0.
0.
0.
81
3.
0.
0.
4.
5500A
25xl0 3
50
8
94
85x0.90x0.
380
9x10"'
25
05
86xlO" 3
Hn
6562. 8A
3.
50
0.
0.
95 0.
0.
79
4.
0.
0.
2.
9xl0 2
8
94
85x0.
400
94x10
50
10
46x10
90
-2
-3
72-0089-T26
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TABLE 2-5
NET ENERGY TO PHOTOHELIOGRAPH SENSORS
65 cm 1. 5 Meter
Hydrogen Alpha 2.5 x 10 w/m 5. 6 x 10 w/m.
Ultraviolet 1 . 4 X 1 0 " 1 3 . 2 X 1 0 " 1
Visible Continuum 4. 9 x 10"3 1. 1 x 10"2
Visible Minimum 4. 6 x 1 0 " 1 . 0 x 1 0 "
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3. ENVIRONMENT
The photoheliograph and the EIS performance are both dependent on
the environment in which they operate. This section describes the more
important considerations and the constraints which are placed upon the
operating ability of the system.
3.1 VEHICLE CONSIDERATIONS
3.1.1 Types of Vehicles
The photoheliograph is not presently programmed for a specific mis-
sion. However, the 65-centimeter version was designed to be contained
in the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) "B" model. Considerable planning
has been done with the ATM attached to a Skylab-B which is not greatly
different from the "A" mission. Therefore, a considerable amount of
analysis is available to predict how the 65-centimeter photoheliograph
would perform on the Skylab/ATM "B". This mission, as defined in
reference 9 is used as the baseline for the remainder of this section.
Other projected missions for present and larger photoheliographs
are the ATM-B on the Space Shuttle, a sortie vehicle mated with space
shuttle, and the Research Applications Module (RAM). For nearer term
missions, both an advanced OSO and a stratospheric balloon have been
suggested as possible vehicles for the 65-centimeter photoheliograph.
For any vehicle, three characteristics strongly influence the Photo-
heliograph and the EIS: vehicle stability; onboard data handling capability;
and form factor (size, weight, and volume) alloted for the experiment.
The Skylab B/ATM-B mission has been defined sufficiently to estimate
these values and will be used as a baseline to establish the constraints
placed on the experiment by the spacecraft.
3.1.2 Stability
Initially, the value used in the photoheliograph system definition was
the jitter value of _+ 1 arc second/second as defined in references 3 and 4.
3-1
This particular requirement has been modified and replaced with the long-
term stability requirements of tables 3-1 and 3-2 which are excerpted from
reference 10. These latter values only show the extremes and do not
consider higher order motions within the extremes. Recent information,
reference 15, indicates that no major changes have occurred in the design
of the stability system of either the Skylab or the ATM. Furthermore,
although the jitter rate is no longer a system requirement, the ± 1 arc-
sec/sec value is still obtained from computer simulations.
TABLE 3-1
SKYLAB B CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
System Command Pointing Stability for
Axis Uncertainty 15 minutes
X (pitch) j+ 4 arc-min _+ 9 arc-min
Y (yaw) ±4 ±9
Z (roll) +10 + 7 . 5
TABLE 3-2
ATM-B CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
System Command Pointing Stability for
Axis Uncertainty 15 minutes
X (pitch) _+ 2. 5 arc-sec _+ 2. 5 arc-sec
Y (yaw) _+ 2. 5 arc-sec _+ 2. 5 arc-sec
Z (roll) +_ 10 arc-min ± ? • ^  arc-min
Figure 3-1 shows the effect on the photoheliograph's limiting resolu-
tion versus the spacecraft stability. It is obvious that, if the old jitter
requirement is real, exposures of tens of milliseconds are required to
maintain resolution. On the other hand, if the 15-minute stability value can
be scaled linearly, exposures of more than 1 second can be obtained without
resolution degradation. However there will be higher frequency and
3-2
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Figure 3-1. Spacecraft Jitter Rate Versus Exposure Time
for a Given Resolution Loss
amplitude values of jitter regardless of the ability to predict the value, and
true values will not be obtained until the results of ATM-A are analyzed.
Therefore, a television system capable of utilizing the spacial resolution
capabilities of the photoheliograph must either incorporate a variable
exposure time or assume additional image motion compensation (IMC)
within the photoheliograph itself.
Schemes to provide IMC within the photoheliograph are under active
consideration. These systems would provide sufficient stability to allow
exposure times up to the limit set by the frame recycle time required by the
solar motion. However, all work is of a conceptual nature, and there is no
plan to proceed with a feasibility model to demonstrate characteristics.
Therefore, the EIS study must consider the possibility that IMC will not be
available (at least for the first launch). In that case, the study must be
conducted for both an IMC photoheliograph and a non-IMC photoheliograph.
Figure 3-2 shows the effects of spacecraft stability on both the 65-cm
and 1. 5-meter photoliographs in a form that can select an exposure time to
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Figure 3-2. Effects of Stability on Limiting Resolution
to provide a particular resolution limit for a given spacecraft jitter rate.
Here again, it is obvious that jitter rates of 4^ 1 arc-sec/sec must be com-
pensated by exposure times of 10" or 10 to prevent serious loss of
resolution.
A more important value is the effect of the spacecraft motion on the
photoheliograph's modulation transfer function (MTF). Figure 3-3 shows
this effect as the motion normal to the photoheliograph pointing axis causes
a shift of one line pair at the limiting resolution (see reference 16 for full
explanation). The square wave target has a more severe effect than a sine-
wave target, but the square wave target-will be used to determine figures
3-4 and 3-5 for ease of calculation. Both figures show the loss in MTF for
values of the abscissa of figure 3-2. For the 65-cm photoheliograph, a
value of X = 0.1 causes a reduction of MTF at every point but still has a
finite value at the diffraction limit of the telescope. X = 0. 1 for the 1. 5-
meter telescope seriously reduces the MTF, and X = 1.0 is unacceptable
for both.
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Figure 3-3. Loss in MTF Due to Motion of Target
Relative to Sensor
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Figure 3-4. Effects of Lateral Motion on MTF of a
65-cm Photoheliograph
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The conclusion is that stability is of utmost importance to the success-
ful outcome of the photoheliograph program and that short exposure times
by a sensitive EIS offer a necessary and satisfactory solution.
3.1.3 Data Handling
3.1.3.1 Overall Description
A block diagram showing the major parts of the data handling subsystem
is presented in figure 3-6. There are three ways of handling the data:
• Convert the sensor video to digital signals, process, store, and
transmit digitally.
• Record the sensor video directly as an analog signal then convert to
digital on playback for the downlink.
• Record, playback, and transmit analog video signals.
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Figure 3-6. Data Handling Subsystem
Although each of the parts of the data handling subsystem may be
significantly different in each of the above combinations, a short description
of each block in figure 3-6 will be given.
a. Signal Processor
This unit serves as the buffer between the incoming video signals
and the video storage unit. In an all analog system, this unit may be a
small part of the tape recorder, but in an all-digital approach utilizing
bandwidth reduction techniques, this unit would be larger than all the rest
of the data handling units.
b. Data Store
The data store will most likely be either an analog or digital tape
recorder and will be a critical component of the system. At present, no
unit has the capacity to handle the worst-case information output of the TV
sensors.
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c. Output Processor
This unit is the interface between the data store and the downlink.
d. Downlink
The downlink, a basic unit of the spacecraft, allows transfer of the
data from the data handling subsystem to ground stations. Although not a
part of. the photoheliograph, the downlink parameters represent a set of
limits on the data handling subsystem.
e. Scan Converter and Astronaut's Monitor
Besides viewing the output from the pointing camera, the astronauts
require some views of the FOV of the photoheliograph1 s three sensors.
Since the onboard monitors and the pointing camera are set to work at the
standard 525-line, 2 to 1 interlace, 30-frame-per- second rate, some form
of scan converter is necessary. A simple way of accomplishing this task
would be to furnish a separate monitor utilizing a direct view storage tube
(DVST) with some overscanning capability. This >would allow viewing of the
slow-scan sensors with little degradation at a fraction of the complexity of
any type of scan converter.
3.1.3.2 Spacecraft Data Storage
For a 1-second frame time, 1, 500-scan-line-per-frame system with
approximately equal horizontal and vertical resolution (1,350 TV lines), the
required bandwidth is 1100 kHz. The bandwidth can be sharply limited by
an appropriate filter to the required value without losing any information.
If the signal is digitized, the sampling rate is twice the above band-
width, and the total bit rate depends upon the number of bits used for ampli-
tude information. Including the quantizing noise due to digitizing, the
incoming analog sensor signal is equal to one-half the rms random noise
level in the incoming signal. Table 3-3 gives the maximum signal-to-noise
ratio that can be obtained by the given number of bits.
The number of bits used in table 3-3 does not include any provision
for synchronizing signals placed outside the amplitude limits of the video
in order to minimize the memory capacity required by the system. For the
expected video signals, 5 bits of quantizing are not adequate and 6 bits are
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TABLE 3-3
BIT VERSUS S/N RATIO
Number of bits S/N Ratio S/N Ratio (dB)
3 14 23
4 28 29
5 56 35
6 110 41
7 220 47
8 440 53
barely adequate. Therefore, 7 bits will be used in all digital considerations.
The bit rate, therefore, is 13 x 10 per second.
For the same selection of parameters, an analog recorder or memory
would require a 1100 kHz input bandwidth.
Table 3-4 illustrates the best available space-qualified tape recorders.
Obviously, digital recorders do not have the available input rates for the
baseline system and cannot be used. Analog versions of the digital recorders
are uncommon, Odetics has the only active development contract. The
unit is an FM system, having a response of dc to 60 kHz and is considered
developmental. Analog recorders are limited to the two RCA units and are
considerably more complex. Also, they are not standard or off-the-shelf
recorders. The SH series are all engineering or developmental models
and no production units have been made. The ERTS recorder is presently
nearing completion of the development verification phase, and the prototype
will be entering qualification shortly.
This recorder, if modified to store 110 minutes of 1100-kHz informa-
tion and to playback at 4 to 5 MHz, should be compatible with the input rates
considered likely from reference 6 and also with the downlink discussed in
paragraph 3. 1.4.
There are several types of data storage besides tape recorders which
are developmental or require excessive power and volume for the 10 to
10 bits storage required. Table 3-5 is a comparison of the costs, power,
and volume for various memory devices and conclusively shows the
advantage of magnetic tape recorders in the reasonable future for large-
capacity storage.
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TABLE 3-5
COMPARISON OF MEMORY DEVICES
BIPOLAR RANDOM ACCESS
MEMORY (RAM)
HYBRID BIPOLAR RAM
FULLY DECODED MOS RAM
BIPOLAR SHIFT REGISTER (SRI
STATIC MOS SR
DYNAMIC MOS SR
MAGNETIC CORE
MAGNETICWIRE
MAGNETIC DRUM
MAGNETIC BUBBLE
MAGNETO-ACOUSTIC
CHARGED COUPLED DEVICES
SPACE TAPE RECORDERS
COST PER BIT (CENTS)
(MIL VERSIONS)
CURRENT
10
5
1.8
100
2.4
0.8
8
14
0.9
--
- -
- -
0.005
1976 PROJECTED
1.2
0.5
0.4
50
0.6
0.2
4
6
0.7
0.001
(-19801
0.2
(-1980)
0.1
(-1980)
0.004
PRESENT CHARACTERISTICS
{PER MEGABIT)
POWER (WATTS)
2.500
350
50
1,100
7
3.3
750
310
--
--
--
--
0.025
VOLUME (IN3)
1,000
300
50
1,000
100
40
1,500
1,600
130
0.3
72-0089-T-18
3.1.4 Data Link for Solar Astronomy
3. 1. 4. 1 General
In the photoheliograph experiment, video tape recordings will be made
of the pictures during the orbit. It is necessary that suitable data link
equipment be available to send this information to ground stations for
analysis.
The capability of such a data link depends on numerous factors such as
the number of resolution elements per picture, the frame rate, recording
time per orbit, time sharing of experiments on same data link, percentage
of data to be transmitted, number and location of ground stations suitably
equipped, and total time in view of the receiving antennas. Some of these
are subjected to tradeoff considerations.
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Because of the great expenses involved in establishing, equipping, and
operating satellite tracking stations, it is unrealistic to consider new sites.
Fortunately, an ample variety is available from the Manned Space Flight
Network (MSFN) and the Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Network
(STADAN). It is appropriate to review the existing capabilities of these
facilities for handling relatively wide-band video signals and to ascertain
any known plans for future improvements. This information may then be
used for guidance in planning.
3.1.4.2 Spacecraft Data Handling
Section 2 defined certain requirements for the photoheliograph as if it
were an independent vehicle. However, considerable planning has been done
to provide an integrated spacecraft concept mating the photoheliograph with
the ATM-B (reference 9). The following information gives a representative
set of conditions for overall photoheliograph operation.
The data and communication systems in Skylab B are changed con-
siderably from the Skylab A systems. The two PCM and VHF/UHF trans-
mission systems in the AM and ATM are replaced with one central PCM
system and S-band transmitters located in the AM. A Skylab communication
terminal is added to the OWS to provide real-time voice, uplink commands,
and downlink data monitoring.
The baseline system includes capability for transmission of the solar
astronomy video data and a portion of the earth resource data. The main
method of data retrieval for earth resources is the return of data tapes in
the CSM.
The overall block diagram of figure 3-7 illustrates the anticipated
system. The video switch chooses between television from either the OWS
or the CSM and the video from solar astronomy. This data can then be
stored in the video recorders or sent directly to the pre-mod processor for
real-time telemetry.
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An onboard programmer for the photoheliograph programs the output
of the 5 cameras to two channels provided for recording. The two video
channels of 1. 6 MHz each are recorded on separate channels with a 90-
minute record capability and a 30-minute playback at 4.8 MHz. Some of the
recorder capacity may be shared with a portable, handheld commercial
format imaging system from the OA, but it is likely that most of this video
will be transmitted in real-time and at times other than those when the
astronauts would be involved in a solar astronomy experiment.
Finally, as a data link, there are two FM S-band transmitters which
can provide any two of the following:
• Video recorder No. 1 up to 5 MHz
e Video recorder No. 2 up to 5 MHz
• Earth resources data up to 5 MBPS
• TV from OA up to 5 MHz
• Real-time video from solar astronomy up to 5 MHz.
The total transmission time available will depend on the number of
tracking sites and the acceptable limits of signal to noise as determined by
transmitter power and antenna gain plus receiver antenna gain. The
percentage of time within the maximum limit will be determined by NASA
mission planning for the particular mission.
3. 1.4. 3 Capabilities of Existing Ground Stations
3. 1.4. 3. 1 Manned Space Flight Network (MSN). - The Apollo Unified S-band
System, used by the Manned Space Flight Network, utilizes two carriers
simultaneously. One of these is phase modulated and the other is frequency
modulated. The PM carrier, at 2287. 5 MHz, is modulated with the range
code, telemetry on a 1.024-MHz subcarrier and voice on a 1.25-MHz sub-
carrier. Alternate provisions are made for emergency voice and key. The
FM carrier at 2272. 5 MHz is modulated with the TV signal. Alternate -
arrangements are available for handling voice and telemetry on this carrier.
The original provisions for television were for an analog signal having
a basic picture format of 10 frames per second, 320 lines per frame with an
aspect ratio of 4:3. The resolution was further limited by 500-kHz base and
low-pass filtering.
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At the ground receiver, the FM signal from the antenna is amplified
by a low-noise preamplifier, the predetection bandwidth is selected from
filters with 1- and 4-MHz noise bandwidth, further amplified, limited, and
amplified again to give a level of -10 dBm at 50 MHz. An output is available
at this point.
Normally, this signal is converted to a 120-MHz IF and is introduced
to the carrier frequency demodulator. The television signal is completely
demodulated in the first modulation tracking loop. The baseband television
signal is routed through a low-pass filter to the video output.
The system was modified to provide a 2-MHz bandwidth instead of the
original 500 kHz in order to accommodate color television for Apollo.
Plans for Skylab B called for new carrier demodulators capable of
handling either 15-MBPS data or high resolution TV up to 20-MHz RF band-
width at the Texas/NTTF sites. It is now planned that this will be imple-
mented to handle the need of the Earth Resources Technology Satellite
(ERTS). The TV base bandwidth that can be handled depends on the modula-
tion index employed. If, as an estimate, the index were 1 Carson's rule, it
would indicate a 5-MHz base bandwidth capability.
The Manned Space Flight Network includes three stations having 85-
foot-diameter antennas: Goldstone, Canberra, and Madrid. The other
stations have 30-foot-diameter antennas and are located at Carnarvon,
Bermuda, Corpus Christi, Cape Kennedy, Guymas, Hawaii, Guam, Ascen-
sion, Canary Islands, Grand Bahama, Antigua, and 3 ships.
3 .1 .4 .3 .2 Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Network (STADAN). - Several
of the ground stations of the STADAN network that are used for the Applica-
tions Technology Satellite (ATS) program have capability for receiving
relatively wide-band television signals. These stations are at Rosman,
North Carolina; Mojave-Bar stow, California; and a transportable station
intended for Cooby Creek, Australia. There is an 85-foot antenna at Rosman
having a gain of 57.5 dB. The others have 40-foot antennas with gains of
50.8 dB.
These stations use a low-noise preamplifier having a 25 K noise tempera-
ture, 30-dB gain, and a 200-MHz RF bandwidth (4. 0 to 4. 2 GHz). The over-
all system noise temperature of the 4-GHz receiving subsystem, including
antenna, ground and galactic noise, is 60 K at zenith.
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The frequency down converter accepts a 4-GHz FM or PM RF carrier
and converts it to a 70-MHz IF signal. The IF amplifier discriminator unit
filters, amplifies, and demodulates the FM and PM signals. First, the unit
filters the IF signal with a 30-MHz bandwidth filter. The output goes to a
baseband amplifier which has a passband < 10 Hz to > 10 MHz. The signal
is then split into two equal parts. One is filtered with a 4-MHz low-pass
filter to provide 1. 0 Vp-p into 75 ohms for TV. The other is filtered with a
400-Hz bandpass filter for 4.5-, 6.0-, or 7.5-MHz subcarriers.
3.1.4.4 Recommendations for Solar Astronomy Data Link
Existing ground stations have the capability for acquiring and tracking
the spacecraft signals. They also have the additional communications facilities
for commands, voice, and telemetry links that might be required for either
manned or unmanned spacecraft. The stations are spaced around the globe
and are tied together by extensive communications networks. Practical and
economic considerations strongly dictate that these stations are used for
programs such as the one under consideration here.
The existing MSFN communication facilities, as used with Apollo,
provide for a 2-MHz television baseband. This is less than desired for the
solar astronomy experiments. It is expected that this network will be
modified to provide a 5-MHz bandwidth for ERTS and solar astronomy.
The analysis of Skylab B data recovery considers a 4-site network and
utilizes 2-degree contact data. A 4-site network is considered for wide-band
data and permits minimum modification. Only 15 orbits were analyzed since
a closely repetitive pattern is established after 15 orbits and takes approxi-
mately 1 day. The MSFN 85-foot antenna sites are included only where a
unique advantage is gained by doing so. Data recovery of the Skylab B
scientific data is assumed to occur in the following manner: Solar astronomy
and earth resources are not performed simultaneously. Capability will be
provided for a high data rate for 4 consecutive orbits per day, with a maxi-
mum of 45 minutes recorded data per orbit. This requires 15 minutes of
dump time. The other orbits during the day provide less capability for data
dump time. The repetitive pattern is shown in table 3-6. It is apparent
that the TEX/NTTF sites can come close to handling the desired 15 minutes
of data readout on orbits 14, 15, 1, 2 (which are consecutive). Additional
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TABLE 3-6
SKYLAB TRACKING DATA 4 SITES NETWORK
Orbit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
TEX/NTTF
15.4
12.3
8.9
10.2
10.2
9.9
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
13.4
15.5
MAD
9.4
10.2
8.2
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
9.2
10.1
9.1
9.2
AGO
-
-
-
-
-
7.3
10.1
7.9
4.6
6.6
9.7
9.2
-
-
-
Assumed Experiment
Telemetry Activity
SA
SA
-
ER
ER
ER
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
SA
SA
Total Time Available
Per Orbit (Minutes)
24.8
22.5
17.1
10.2
10.2
17.2
10.1
7.9
4.6
6.6
9.7
18.4
10.1
22.5
24.7
SA • Solar Astronomy ER = Earth Resources
S71-1200-VA-8
time could be had by using the other stations and/or additional orbits. The
plans assumed that the following MSFN equipment capabilities would be
operational.
a. All stations (Unified S-Band System)
(1) Feed System - linear 2200 to 2300 MHz
(2) 4 wide-band receivers, FM or PM
(3) 30-MHz IF bandwidth
b. TEX and NTFF
New carrier demodulators capable of handling either 15-MBPS data
or high-resolution TV up to 20-MHz RF bandwidth (5-MHz video). Other
sites are limited to 4. 5-MHz filtered or 10 MHz-unfiltered RF bandwidths
(1. 1- or 2.5-MHz video). Alternately, the existing 4-MHz video capability
of the three STADAN stations could be considered.
Data received at the ground stations will be stored on magnetic tape
for later analysis by the Principal Investigator. Stations should also have
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certain real-time data link with a central location. The planned recorder
configuration is as follows.
a. All Stations
(1) 1 each VR - 660 (dual recorders at 85-foot sites). Wide-band
video tape recorders (30 Hz to 4.2 MHz) - 1 channel.
(2) 1 each Model FR - 1900 14 track data recorders (400 Hz to
2 MHz)
b. TEX and NFTF
1 each ERTS Recorder (0 to 19 MHz)
It seems appropriate to consider the data link capabilities described
above as the most likely to be available and, therefore, to use these parameters
as constraints in defining the solar astronomy data subsystem.
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4. SENSOR EVALUATION
4.1 INTRODUCTION
At the start of the study, most known photosensitive devices were
considered. For completeness, these devices and their problems will be
mentioned.
The first devices considered and discarded were line arrays and point
source detectors. In both cases, the spacecraft stability and the frame rate
required would necessitate a mechanical scanner faster than the present state
of the art. Furthermore, if an electronic beam scanner would be placed in
front of either a line array or point source, it is the equivalent of sensors
which are considered. Basically, either are useful only if at least one axis
of scan is provided by the vehicle motion.
The solid-state square array eliminates most of the aforementioned
problems but is still only as sensitive as a silicon diode vidicon, and develop-
ment has not achieved the resolution or the uniformity of a silicon diode
vidicon.
Thus, the primary candidate sensors for this study fall in the broad
category of vacuum tube, deflected electron beam sensors. This is still a
broad definition to choose the optimum device for the photoheliograph
experiment. The more likely candidates will be discussed individually, and
others with marginal applicability will be grouped together. To allow direct
comparison between sensors, the following list of constraints and definitions
will be used wherever possible. Several changes resulting since the interim
report reflect a more detailed picture of the EIS.
a. The 21-by21-millimeter square active format defined for the
photoheliograph will be used.
b. All resolution curves will be in Ip/mm at the optimum operating
point. If the sensor has multiple imaging elements, a magnification of unity
will be used unless another value is theoretically fixed.
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c. The input sensitivity of each sensor will be described in terms of
W • m for monochromatic light at several wavelengths within the range
of the photoheliograph.
d. Each sensor's photoresponse will be mA/watt so that the sensitivity
in item c can
 :readily be scaled to any other wavelength or filter width.
e. The television characteristics are chosen as ones which can
reasonably adhere to the requirements of the photoheliograph mission. If
changes do occur they should not be so extensive that results cannot be
scaled.
(1) Frame time = 1 second - This is sufficiently fast to allow
successive frames within the expected scene movement time while allowing
a reasonable exposure time.
(2) Line number = 1,500 TV lines - This represents the 1,300-
TV line photoheliograph resolution times the Kell factor.
(3) Video bandwidth = 1100 kHz - This value provides sufficient
pixels to utilize the photoheliograph diffraction limit while minimizing
recorder storage requirements and maximizing signal to noise.
f. The signal-to-noise ratio described for each sensor is based on
optimized sensor operation within the television constraints previously
listed. Depending on the sensor, the limiting noise element may be the
sensor itself or the video amplifier.
g. Exposure Time - Continuous exposure for the 1-second frame rate
is assumed. If the sensor is a charge storage type, the effects of shorter
exposure times may be scaled. Nonintegrating sensors such as the image
dissector require continuous exposure.
4. 2 GENERAL COMPARISON
No single sensor is presently available which can fully meet the
present and future photoheliograph requirements. The sensors that are
considered in this report can be put into three general classifications.
a. Those sensors which are satisfactory in resolution but are lacking
in one or more areas such as sensitivity, signal-to-noise ratio, reliability,
electronic complexity, or frame time capability.
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b. Those sensors which are satisfactory in sensitivity and most of the
others in item a but lacking in resolution.
c. Those sensors which are not optimum in either category a or b
but represent a compromise.
Typically, the return beam vidicon (RBV) and the image dissector (ID)
fall in category a. The intensified silicon sensor (ISS), the image isocon
(II), and the secondary electron conduction (SEC) sensors fall in category b.
The standard vidicon (V), silicon vidicon (SV), focus projection and scanning
(FPS) vidicon, and intensified vidicon (IV) fall in the third category. Each
of the sensors considered are compared in each important parameter in the
following paragraphs.
Two other sensors considered but not discussed in this study are the
image orthicon and the plumbicon. The first is similar to the image isocon
but inferior in sensitivity, resolution, and signal-to-noise ratio. The
second is a special form of vidicon optimized for unity gamma and a spectral
response near the human eye. One other sensor, the optechon or grating
storage tube, potentially has the resolution plus some other characteristics
necessary for the photoheliograph program, but it was not included because
of its high developmental risk.
Some but not all of the sensors used for evaluation are listed below:
V Westinghouse WX5160 and GEC 1311-001
SV Amperex S10XQA and RCA C23136
II RCA C21095C
ID ITT F4052
RBV RCA C23084C
FPS GE Z7940
SEC Westinghouse WL30654
ISS Westinghouse WX31841 and RCA
C21117C
I Westinghouse WX31787 and RCA
C33020
Vidicon
Silicon Vidicon
Image Isocon
Image Dissector
Return Beam Vidicon
Focus Projection and
Scanning
Secondary Electron
Conduction
Intensified Silicon
Sensor
Intensifier (only)
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4. 3 SENSITIVITY
Sensitivity is one figure of merit for an electronic imaging sensor.
Typically, this value is described in terms of the sensor's response to a
broadband source of light such as a 2,854°K tungsten light. Until recently,
photometric units such as footcandles (lumens/foot ) or footlamberts were
commonly used. These units represent a convolution integration between the
illumination of a 2, 042 K blackbody, the sensor's spectral response, and
the eye's spectral response. Thus, if the sensor has sensitivity beyond
either the eye's or the illumination's response, it would not be shown in the
result. Furthermore, a solar blind ultraviolet photocathode would, by this
definition, have zero sensitivity. The radiometric definition removes the
eye's response from the integration and is defined by the actual watts per
square meter on the sensor. If the illumination spectral output in watts per
unit wavelength and the sensor's response in microamperes photocurrent per
watt per unit wavelength are given, then the resulting sensitivity can be
scaled to any monochromatic wavelength of interest.
Once the sensor is described in radiometric terms on a "signal
current out" for "illumination input" curve, the absolute internal gain can
be calculated. The same curve also gives the saturation value of the sensor
which is representative of the total storage capability of the sensor target
(or the safe photocurrent which can be drawn from the photocathode for non-
integrating sensors such as the image dissector).
Using these three values, the saturation current, the internal current
gain, and the photoresponse in amperes per watt per unit area illumination,
the sensitivity of any sensor can be computed for any illumination and at
any frame time, exposure time, and sensor size. The results, shown in
figures 4-1 through 4-6, are derived for the photoheliograph program using
the television parameters of paragraph 4. 1 and the net illumination to the
sensor from table 2-4. Sensors must be compared on each curve since the
spectral sensitivity of the sensors differs considerably. The first and last
o
curves are the fixed frequency cameras at 2200Ain the ultraviolet and at
o
6563Afor the Hydrogen Alpha camera. The remaining four curves are two
Fraunhofer lines and two places on the continuum for the tunable filter
camera. The 4046A line is the least illumination level within the range of
the photoheliograph.
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Figure 4-1. EIS Sensitivity to Ultraviolet at 2200 A
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The curve for each sensor is the maximum internal gain so the break-
point occurs at the minimum illumination for that sensor and is the best
operating point for the sensor. This point can be maintained at higher
illumination by means of neutral density filters, lens aperture, decreased
exposure time, and internal sensor gain reductions. Operation at lower
light levels follows the sloping curve and is accompanied by decreasing
signal-to-noise ratio. All photoemissive surfaces and storage targets
considered in this study have a unity gamma.
Figure 4-1 shows the sensor's response with the ultraviolet input.
The silicon vidicon, vidicon, and the return beam vidicon are not shown since
these photoconductors have no response at this wavelength. The illumina-
tion level through the photoheliograph is the greatest of any considered for
the experiment and all sensors except the image dissector have sufficient
energy to allow reduced exposure times if required.
Figures 4-2, 4-3, 4-4 and 4-5 include the two extremes and two inter-
O
mediate illuminations which occur through the tunable filter. The 4046A
illumination combines the maximum attenuation Fraunhofer line with the
narrowest bandwidth of the tunable filter and thus provides the minimum
illumination value seen by the photoheliograph. Only the intensified return
beam vidicon, the image isocon, the intensified silicon sensor, and the
secondary electron conduction maintain their maximum operating point
below this level while the intensified vidicon maintains a reduced but still
o
satisfactory operating point. The 5896A curve is another Fraunhofer line
at the upper end of the tunable filter range and 4100A and 5500A represent
two points on the solar continuum. The five-sensors above satisfy the
requirements of all of these illuminations, the image dissector meets none
and the return beam vidicon, vidicon, silicon vidicon meet some but not all.
O
Figure 4-6 has the sensitivities of the sensors for the 6563A Hydrogen
Alpha camera. The illumination at this wavelength is sufficient for all
sensors except the vidicon and image dissector. The return beam vidicon
and the silicon vidicon both improve relative to the other sensors at this
wavelength due to their extended red responses.
The image isocon, intensified silicon sensor, secondary electron
conduction and intensified return beam vidicon have sufficient sensitivity
4-8
to operate at their respective optimum operating points for all illuminations
of interest. The intensified vidicon is sufficient for all but the minimum
level where it is slightly degraded in sensitivity. The image dissector does
not have sufficient sensitivity for any illumination of interest and the remain-
ing sensors have partial ability only.
4.4 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
A figure of merit more important than sensitivity to sensor evaluation
is the signal-to-noise ratio versus illumination. The values are more
dependent on the overall television system characteristics and, therefore,
are not as often included in the data sheet for a given sensor. However,
when the electronic system constraints are set as in this case, the signal-
to-noise ratios are a better way to compare sensors than by the signal
currents versus illumination curves of paragraph 4.3.
4.4.1 Sources of Noise
The two general forms of noise in television systems are thermionic
emission within the sensor and the thermal noise of the first stages of
electronic amplification external to the sensor. Most sensors considered
in this study are limited by one of those depending on whether or not they
have an internal photomultiplier. However, both types of noise have various
subforms which affect different sensors in different ways. Each of these
forms has been included in the computer program and the appropriate
computation made for the particular sensor being evaluated. A brief dis-
cussion of these types and how they predominate in various sensors is
included here for clarity.
4.4.1.1 Thermionic Emission
Thermionic emission noise arises from several sources but it can
always be described by the following equation.
I . =V 2e GK I . Af in amperes (4-1)
noise sig c
-1 9
where e = 1.6 x 10 coulombs per electron
G - electron gain
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K = noise multiplication
I . = signal current at source or beam current
sig
Af = noise bandwidth
There are several possible ways in which this noise current can arise
within a given sensor and which can best be described by reference to a
hypothetical sensor containing all possible sources. This sensor, shown
in figure 4-7, is representative of an image orthicon, but each of the sensors
considered here has only parts of the total. In the image intensifier section,
photons are converted to photoelectrons which are given energy via a elec-
trostatic or magnetic field so that they generate secondary electrons in the
storage target causing gain in the section. Here the signal current is the photo-
electrons per unit time for a given illumination, the gain is the secondaries
generated per primary photoelectron, K is unity, and Af is the frequency
of the television frame time (1 Hz for this system) since the target is an
integrating device. Due to the very low Af, this source of noise rarely pre-
dominates in any sensor, but it does become noticeable at the very high
gain of the intensified silicon sensor.
PHOTO
MULTIPLIER
PHOTOSENSITIVE
SURFACE
TARGET
STORAGE
SURFACE
PHOTONS
IMAGE
INTENSIFIER
W/GAIN
CURRENT
OUTPUT
APERTURE
BEAM CURRENT t
T'HERMIONIC
CATHODE
CONTROL GRID
72-0089-V-10
Figure 4-7. Hypothetical Sensor
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The next source is the beam noise caused by nonuniform emission
from the sensor cathode. Here the gain is unity, the signal current is the
total beam current reaching the target, K ranges from unity for a grounded
Gl to something well less than unity for more negative values of Gl due to
the integrating effect of the space charge near the negative grid, and Af
is the video amplifier bandwidth or the MTF curve of the sensor whichever
is limiting. This noise source exists for all sensors except the image
dissector but is difficult to compute exactly. It is obvious, however, that
Gl should be as negative (minimum bean current and maximum space charge)
as is possible consistent with the requirement of discharging peak signal
current and sensor dark current if present.
Secondary emission noise again has the form of equation 4-1. It is
due to the emission of secondary electrons from the storage target and in
each of the photomultiplier elements. Here, the signal current is the
electrons per unit time through the photomultiplier defining aperture, G
is the total gain of the photomultiplier or unity if read directly from the
target, and Af is the television video bandwidth or the sensor's MTF which-
ever is limiting. It can be shown that if the gain of each photomultiplier
element is high, the initial signal-to-noise ratio is little decreased by the
photomultiplier secondary emission noise. This condition sets K as a
function of each sensor but 1. 5 is a typical value and is used for all sensors
herein.
4.4.1.2 Video Amplifier (Resistor Thermal Noise) Noise
The output signal current from a sensor must be developed across a
load resistance for meaningful application. However any current flow through
a resistive element causes thermal agitation as an additional source of noise
which can be computed from equation 4-2, (reference 13).
-2 C2E^ = 4 kT \ R df (4-2)
fl
where k = 1.38 x 10 joules/°K (Boltzman's constant)
T = temperature in degrees Kelvin
f, , f? = frequency limits of video amplifier
R = resistor value in ohms.
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The equation above, while theoretically true, has been modified to more
simply compute the noise current found in typical, low-noise, solid-state
television video preamplifier. Equation 4-3 makes the following assumptions
all of which are consistent with state-of-the-art television preamplifier
design.
a. The first amplification stage has sufficient power gain to ensure
that it is the predominant noise source.
b. The first amplifier is a field effect transistor. Regular transistors,
vacuum tubes, and unijunction transistors modify the equation somewhat and
usually result in higher noise.
c. The combination of the sensor's target distributed capacity and the
load resistor causes a frequency lag well within the video amplifier band-
width which is compensated by a lead network in the preamplifier.
d. The net frequency response out of the preamplifier is flat out to
the desired bandwidth.
With the assumptions above, equation 4-3 can be used by compute
anticipated noise currents.
. = 4 kT Af ~ + —^ + ^ R C^Ai"} (4-3)
noise | RT ° m '
where k = 1. 38 x 10" joules/ K (Boltzman's Constant)
T = temperature in degrees Kelvin
Af = net video amplifier bandwidth
RT = load resistor at sensor output
R = equivalent input impedance of FET first stage amplifier
~ l /g at the operating point.
C^p = sensor and distributed capacity at RT1 -Li
Figure 4-8 illustrates the independent effects of the first and last
terms of equation 4-3 for values typical of present television systems.
Note that for the values used, the middle term /R /R Jean be neglected.
It is obvious, from the figure, that for the bandwidth of interest in this
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study, RT noise predominates. Also, equation 4-3 shows that signal current
increases directly and noise current only as a square root function as RTi_i
increases. Thus, good design maximizes RT consistent "with external inter-J_i
ference and the ability of the preamplifier lead network to compensate for
the CrpRy lag. The combination chosen as design criteria on the figureL J-i
represent obtainable values which allow the possibility of slight improvement.
4. 4. 2 Noise Characteristics of Sensor
Basically, sensors with photomultipliers are noise limited within the
sensors while those without are video amplifier limited. The first class
include the image isocon, image dissector, and return beam vidicon while
the others fall in the second category. Each in the second category depend
only on their signal current compared to the noise current obtained in the
preamplifier and thus improved signal-to-noise ratio depends entirely on
increased signal current. However, each of the three sensors in the first
category has different noise sources predominating and must be considered
separately.
The image dissector has no thermionic cathode and no storage target
so that its noise source is the photoemission noise at full video bandwidth
and multiplied by the K factor in the photomultiplier. Since this sensor does
not have the integrating effect of a storage target, it has very poor sensitivity
and low signal-to-noise ratio at most useful light levels.
The return beam vidicon has a combination of the photoemissive noise
plus the thermionic noise caused by the read beam, and the RMS sum is
then also multiplied by the K factor of the photomultiplier. In practical
operation, the beam current is seen through the photomultiplier and this
noise source predominates. Noise can be minimized by control of the beam
current over temperature and illumination to maintain the beam at a just
sufficient level to discharge the target without increasing lag. This, how-
ever, is difficult to maintain and often fixed beam currents are used with
resulting loss in signal-to-noise ratio. Another problem with the RBV is
that the output signal is maximum in black and minimum in whites so that
signal-to-noise ratio is worst in highlight regions.
The linage isocon operates the same as the return beam vidicon with
one important exception which benefits its signal-to-noise characteristics.
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This is obtained by changing the aperture from a pinhole admitting the total
beam current to a ring aperture which reflects the primary beam and admits
the current scattered from the main beam by the collision with the target.
This scattered signal is also proportional to illumination but is opposite in
polarity and thus has maximum signal-to-noise ratio in high lights. Also,
since the main beam current is eliminated, the predominating noise becomes
the secondary emission of the target. However, in spite of these improve-
ments, the II still has a relatively low signal-to-noise ratio for the require-
ments of this study since the II target is a relatively low-storage capability
device which is not maximized for the required slow scan operation.
4. 4. 3 Computed Sensor Signal-to-Noise
Using the foregoing noise deviations with the computer program (see
Appendix C), the anticipated signal-to-noise ratio for each sensor was found
for each illumination. The peak value is determined by the maximum storage
capability as defined in paragraph 4. 3. This is a constant for each sensor,
but the location of the breakpoint is a function of the illumination. Sensors
which are preamplifier limited have a fixed-noise source and the curve
below the breakpoint is determined by the sensor's gamma which,is unity
for all sensors considered. The image isocon, image dissector, and return
beam vidicon all depend on a square root noise factor of thermionic emission
noise, and, thus, signal-to-noise ratio does not decrease as rapidly with
decreasing illumination as with the other sensors.
Figures 4-9 through 4-14 show the resulting signal-to-noise ratio. In
each case, there is an illumination level in which each of the image isocon,
intensified silicon sensor, slow scan secondary electron conduction or the
intensified vidicon is the maximum signal-to-noise ratio. However, on each
figure is the illumination anticipated in the photoheliograph experiment, and,
at this point, the IV gives the maximum signal-to-noise ratio in every case
including the minimum illumination case at 4046A. Here the IV is operating
below its peak operating point, but its large target storage capability and
initially high signal-to-noise ratio still maintains a satisfactory value.
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Figure 4-11. EIS Signal to Noise from Visible Continuum
at 5896A
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Figure 4-12. EIS Signal to Noise from Visible Continuum
at 4100A
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Figure 4-14. EIS Signal to Noise from Hydrogen Alpha Line
at 6563A
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4. 5 SPECTRAL RESPONSE
Every sensor discussed except for the silicon vidicon and the return
beam vidicon have many possible photosensitive surfaces. Figure 4-15
shows the responses of the two above, a typical slow scan photoconductive
surface for a vidicon and an S20 photocathode on fiber optics such as used
on secondary electron conduction, intensified silicon sensor, image dissector,
or image isocon. The photoconductive surfaces have typically higher quan-
tum efficiencies than the photoemissive surfaces but the five shown will all
satisfy the spectral requirements of the photoheliograph experiment except
the UV portion. Both the lead oxide of the plumbicon and the selenium
sulfide of the GEC slow-scan Mariner type vidicons fail to meet the above
requirements and any others do not perform as well as these, so any sensor
considered will be considered with one of the five above photosensitive
surfaces.
The 2000-to 3000-AUV requirement is a more difficult problem,
primarily due to few requirements for this spectral response. Most of the
manufacturers of sensors considered in this study have the technology to
build the required front end and have, in fact, built some form of the UV
sensitive device but the particular sensor would be a custom sensor. The
primary difficulty is that the usual faceplate glasses are opaque in this
region, and special faceplates such as sapphire, fused quartz or silicia,
magnesium fluoride, or lithium fluoride are required. Each of these has
special processing requirements and represents a change in the photosensi-
tive material deposition technique, but again, it has been done successfully.
Figure 4-16 illustrates four possible combinations which could be used.
The cesium telluride/quartz is sensitive only in a narrow-band bracketing
the desired 2000- to 3000-A region. This would then act as a high-pass
filter on the main solar output and reduce the filtering requirements on the
photoheliograph. This advantage, however, creates a calibration difficulty
which would require special light sources and special test equipment. The
bialkali/quartz and the UV vidicon cover from 2000 to 6000A at a relatively
good quantum efficiency and still filters out the solar IR output but would
not provide operation with the Hydrogen alpha camera. The final curve is
S20/sapphire and has the double advantage of being a very familiar
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Figure 4-15. Spectral Response of Selected Photocathodes
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Figure 4-16. Ultraviolet Sensitive Photocathodes
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photosensitive material of excellent characteristics and also a single sensor
could cover the entire spectral requirements of the photoheliograph experi-
ment.
Of the UV photosensitive surfaces, the bialkali, cesium telluride, and
S-20 are photoemissive surfaces and can be used with several sensors
including the II, ID, ISS, SEC, or I. The UV vidicon surface is photo-
conductive and can be used only with the unintensified vidicon. However,
the illumination intensity at the 2200 A UV band is great enough so that this
is a possible choice if stability requirements do not require too short a
exposure time.
A problem area with all the UV type sensors is the lack of a fiber
optics coupling which would allow a flat surface input to mate with a curved
surface photocathode. This would prevent the use of most electrostatic lens
in the image section of intensifiers, SEC's, ISS's, and II's. This can be
solved by use of either optics which give a curved focus plane matching the
photocathode shape (see Appendix A) or a magnetic lens which does not have
controlled gain but which can focus one flat field onto a second flat field.
One additional consideration is that a Gregorian telescope generates a
convex focus field and might thus be able to match directly to a properly
curved photocathode on UV glass. This would require a more complex
matching of sensor to the photoheliograph but offers some distinct
advantages.
There are flat input face, electrostatically focussed, intensifiers which
will be considered but most present versions have insufficient resolution.
The spectral characteristics shown in the previous figures have all
been stored in the computer program and are used to compute the sensitivities
obtained at each of the illuminations of interest. The S-20 photocathode is
used in all computations except those in the vidicon, return beam vidicon,
and silicon vidicon. The other photosensitive surfaces could be scaled by
comparison or computed directly if they would be considered for use. At
present, only the cesium telluride/quartz would be likely to have an
advantage over S-20 and this would be due to its ability to filter out the
peak solar intensity and thus reduce the requirements of the UV spectral
filter of the photoheliograph.
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4. 6 SENSOR MTF
The photoheliograph itself provides a limiting resolution which should
not be degraded further by the remainder of the system including the tele-
vision cameras, the. onboard data handling equipment, the downlink, and the
data retrieval and analysis. Perfect operation is always impossible, but
to make the entire experiment feasible, the system resolution must be the
primary design constraint.
The photoheliograph is defined to have a diffraction limited resolution
with a 65-centimeter primary mirror and an 0.2 central obscuration. This
limiting resolution is the radius between the central bright area and the
first null obtained from a point source imaged through an ideal lens. This
radius can be computed by the equation:
y = 1.22 Af#
where X= wavelength of illumination
f# = f# of telescope system
y = distance corresponding to one line pair.
The computation gives a value of 33 line pairs per millimeter at 0. 5 ^m
for the 65-centimeter photoheliograph and 78 line pair per millimeter for
the 1.5-meter photoheliograph.
The effects of central obscuration are more difficult to compute but in-
creasing obscuration has the effect of maintaining constant limiting resolution,
decreasing total sensitivity, decreasing the MTF at lower spacial frequencies
while increasing the MTF at higher spacial frequencies. Figure 4-17 illustrates
this effect and also indicates that the 0. 2 obscuration of thephotoehliograph has
little effect.
The comparative resolution of the various sensors is shown in figure
4-18. Each of the sensors considered in this study has had its MTF curve
modified to a line pairs per millimeter value for the abscissa so that they
can be compared to each other and also be translated into the resolution
obtained using the 21- by 21-millimeter format of the photoheliograph. Each
sensor is the highest resolution sensor available in its generic type consis-
tent with the other photoheliograph considerations. All of the conditions
discussed in paragraph 4. 1 are used with the illumination levels found in
4-23
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Figure 4-17. Modulation Transfer Function for a Perfect Lens
With a Central, Circular Obscuration
paragraph 4. 3 Resolution is little effected by the illumination although
reference 14 does indicate a slight loss of resolution for decreasing wave-
length for photoemissive devices such as the SEC, ISS, II, and ID. This
is caused by the higher energy acquired by the photoelectrons which causes
a larger dispersion before being acquired by the electric or magnetic field
of the intensifier. However, this effect is not sufficient to modify figure
4-18.
Referring again to figure 4-18, the photoheliograph diffraction limit
is shown at 33 line pairs per millimeter and the stated design goal of a
satisfactory would be to have an MTF greater than 70 percent at this value.
At this value, the return beam vidicon is the only electronic imagery tube
which has the required MTF, and it actually exceeds the high resolution
SO-392 film for the useful range of the photoheliograph. The image isocon
has no capability at 33 Ip/mm and the secondary electron conduction,
intensified silicon sensor, or silicon vidicon are under 10 percent which is
4-24
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an unacceptable level. The image dissector has significant but low MTF
and has been disqualified previously due to low sensitivity. Finally the
intensifier, focus projection and scanning, and vidicon have MTF's in the
40 to 60 percent range at 33 Ip/mm and thus are amendable to electronic
image enhancement to achieve the desired 70 percent MTF within the EIS.
Returning to paragraph 4. 3, the intensified vidicon was the optimum
sensor for the important signal-to-noise characteristic at all illuminations
and the intensified return beam vidicon also has sufficient but lower values.
Figure 4-19 shows the effect on MTF when an intensifier is mated to either
a vidicon or a return beam vidicon. The result for both is a value below
the desired 70 percent MTF but still one which provides a reasonable value
to use with electronic image enhancement. Theoretically, electronic signal
enhancement can provide a square MTF curve which is 100 percent out to
the limiting resolution of the sensor at a cost in signal-to-noise ratio. In
practice, the decrease in signal-to-noise ratio approximates the peak in-
crease in MTF so that a 2:1 increase in MTF would cause a 6-dB decrease
in signal to noise ratio. Thus, an increase to 100 percent from 25 to 50
percent MTF would often be feasible while increases from 10 or 20 percent
to 100 percent would be lost unless the original signal-to-noise ratio was
20 40 60
LINE PAIRS/MILLIMETER
S71-1312-VB-3
Figure 4-19. Effect of Intensifiers on MTF
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extremely high. Here the 60-dB signal-to-noise ratio of the IV allows a
4:1 aperture correction at a cost of some 12-dB signal-to-noise ratio so
that the final value of 48 dB is still quite acceptable. The IRBV, on the
other hand, has less than 40 dB signal-to-noise ratio to start, and even a
6-dB loss in signal-to-noise ratio to achieve a 2:1 increase in MTF may be
undesirable.
Horizontal aperture correction is simply done within the electronics
of the television camera itself by use of a no-phase shift peaking of the video
amplifier chain. Vertical aperture correction is more difficult and must be
done during data reduction. The usual technique uses two delay lines each
with a delay equal to one TV line time. The t + 1 line is compared to the
t - 1 line in an add circuit. This signal is then subtracted from the t line,
and, finally, the difference signal is summed with the original t line and
displayed. This form of signal enhancement has neither the range nor the
linearity of horizontal aperture correction, but the results do enhance the
system MTF, are measurable, and are repeatable.
The difficulty in the obvious choice of the RBV or-the vidicon is their
lack of sensitivity if image motion compensation cannot be obtained or if
IMC is only good for a limited time. Sensitivity sufficient for the UV
camera is obtained by use of a single vidicon. The IV, shown in figure
4-19 indicates some deterioration, but is still sufficient MTF for the
remainder of the requirements. The double and triple intensifiers, required
to use the RBV and vidicon with the universal filters at shorter exposures,
would degrade the MTF below that of the ISS and SEC besides adding other
side effects.
4. 7 ELECTRONIC GAIN VARIATIONS
Since television cameras in space must operate with none or a mini-
mum of adjustments, it is important that the camera be adaptable to changes
in the environment. One of the most important and also probably the most
likely to change characteristics is the illumination. This occurs due to
changes in the solar output, initial tolerances, and aging in the telescopes
mirrors, the filters, and the television sensor. Thus, it is important that
the television cameras be able to operate at maximum operating points
throughout several orders of magnitude of change. This can be acomplished
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all or in part by mechanically adjustable apertures or shutter speeds, but
it is likely that the variations encountered will require additional range from
the sensor. This can be obtained by electronic gating and/or variations in
internal gain of the sensor.
Each of the sensors has some capability, both by shuttering or by gain
change, but by different modes. The vidicon, FPS vidicon, and silicon
vidicon can be changed only be variations in their target voltage which
create changes in quantum efficiency and storage capability. This allows a
change of 5:1 or less before storage reduction, dark current, or lag causes
serious side effects. Generally, shuttering of the target can be used at
times down to milliseconds with no problem. Sensors such as the image
isocon, return beam vidicon, and the image dissector contain photomultipliers
behind the target. Gain variations of 100 can be obtained by varying the
voltages on the dynodes of the photomultiplier. Although most control is
obtained by the variation of just one or two dynodes, the balance of the
voltages across the multiple dynodes can make it difficult to maintain
constant resolution over the entire range. Gating is obtained only in the
photocathode of the RBV. The II, however, has a photocathode emitting
photoelectrons which are electronically focused onto a target material.
In this case, either the photocathode or the target is capable of being
shuttered. Some electron gain occurs in the target as a function of the
photoelectron energy but gain control is not recommended.
The SEC and ISS have a photocathode and target similar to the II and
can be shuttered at either point. In addition, versions of both sensors have
been built with triode image sections which allow shuttering at lower voltages
and faster rates. Gain control is obtained by varying the photocathode
voltage. This voltage determines the energy acquired by each photoelectron
which in turn determines the secondaries obtained in the target material.
Gain variations of 100:1 are readily obtainable from either sensor with no
loss in other characteristics.
The IV and IRBV can obtain the gain control range mentioned above by
varying the target voltage. In addition, the intensifier considered for the
EIS has a nominal gain of 50 which can be decreased electronically by an
order of magnitude. It also has a triode image section which allows fine
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focussing and shuttering of the image. The shutter control gives gain cut
offs of greater than 10 and should be capable of any shutter speeds
anticipated for the EIS.
4. 8 OTHER SENSOR CONSIDERATIONS
4.8. 1 Lag
Lag has several physical causes, but the result is an incomplete read-
out of the charge image on the sensor in a single frame. In a slow scan
operation, this requires additional erasure time, besides the desired read-
out, to eliminate any charge on the target before the next exposure. It also
reduces signal to noise in the desired readout frame.
The cause of lag is primarily the beam acceptance or the time/beam
energy required to transfer the information contained in the storage target
electron distribution to either the video amplifier in a direct target read
sensor or to the reflected beam. Also, if a separate intensifier is
used, a small amount of storage occurs in the exit phosphor.
For most standard scan systems and especially for the slow-scan
requirements of the EIS, the first cause contributes the major portion of
the lag associated with a given sensor. The exact-mechanisms causing
this effect are outside the interest of this study, but a concept can be
established by reference to figure 4-20. The front of the target is usually
aluminum or some conductive coating which is charged to uniform positive
voltage from an external source. This lead is also the signal current
output point for direct read sensors such as the ISS, V, FPS, and SEC.
The rest of the material is the storage target itself which acts just like a
capacitor whose rear side has been placed to ground potential by the read
beam. When this occurs, the beam does not land on the target but returns
to G2 or through the photomultiplier depending on the type of sensor. When
the illumination is turned on, the photons or photoelectrons pierce the
conductive surface and cause a temporary redistribution in the target
material so that the rear side of the target moves positive toward the front
target voltage. The read beam then sees a positive voltage and impinges
on the target to restore the ground level thus causing a electron flow into
B and a reduction in the return beam.
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Figure 4-20. Typical Storage Target Diagram
The lag itself occurs as a function of the bulk capacity of the target,
the internal series resistance of the target, and the stiffness or amperes
per unit area of the beam. The first two depend on the type of target
material used and may be selected due to additional criteria. The capacity
is, of course, a function of the dielectric constant of the material and sets
the total number of electrons which can be stored before readout or essen-
tially the saturation current of the sensor. However, the dielectric constant
only sets the maximum charge storage, but other considerations determine
the amount of charge actually available for current redistribution so that
two targets of equal capacitance may have different values of saturation
current and lag. Increase in B voltage also increases the total charge
storage and decreases lag since conduction is eased by the higher electric
field. The limit here is the dielectric breakdown of the target material or
excessive leakage (dark current) which masks the true signal. The density
of the beam current is usually adjustable for each sensor, and since the
beam is never a point source a value must be chosen that reasonably
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discharges the maximum current distribution expected while not spreading
so wide as to deteriorate the resolution.
Table 4-1 shows the bulk capacity of several sensors and the lag
which occurs when tested at the standard scan rate test which measure
the residual signal in the third field after illumination. The dependence on
capacity is obvious ranging from practically no lag in the ID which has no
storage target to very significant values for the RBV and FPS. The difference
between the FPS and RBV must be in the internal resistance and the beam
current used since their bulk capacity is equivalent. The V bulk capacity
was not available but its sensitivity values indicate sufficient storage
ability, and the lag is more than satisfactory.
TABLE 4-1
COMPARATIVE SENSOR CAPACITY AND LAG
Target Lag in 3rd Field
Capacity (pF/cm ) (50 msec)
Image Dissector
Image Isocon
SEC
Plumbic on
Silicon Vidicon
Intensified Silicon Sensor
Slow Scan Vidicon
FPS Slow Scan Vidicon
RBV Vidicon
0
6.5
150
190
2, 000
2,000
Not Available
16,000
16,000
0
3 percent
5 percent
6 percent
7 percent
7 percent
< 10 percent
10 to 30 percent
50 percent
There is additionally a finite charge time required to charge the target
following exposure before a signal can be read out. This is usually a very
small time and is not significant for slow scan operations except for the
return beam vidicon.
Other characteristics, however, must be taken into consideration when
reviewing sensors for single exposure operation. Such things as redistri-
bution and charge buildup favor the IO and II sensors when continuous
exposure, fast scan is used. This allows buildup to occur in the target over
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several frames until equilibrium is reached, and results in test data which
is correct only for this type generation. Therefore, data taken in standard
scan, continuous exposure cannot be used for comparison of sensors to be
operated in a single frame, slow-scan mode unless special care is taken
with the data.
4.8.2 Slow-Scan Capability
The requirements of a slow-scan sensor are not always compatible
with those of standard scan systems. Generally, any sensor can be optimized
for one or the other, but the standard design is either a compromise or biased
toward standard television operation. The limitation on operation is
invariably in the storage or integrating target material. Thus, the image
dissector, which has no storage capability, can operate over a broad range
of scan rates.
A given target material has a bulk capacitance and also a percentage of
the total coulombs of charge which are free to move in a given sensor. This
value of total per electrons per unit area nominal to the electron beam
determines the maximum number of electrons available for signal current
flow in the sensor. However, a slow-scan, high-resolution sensor scans
the beam more slowly over a smaller pixel than occurs with a standard scan
rate, medium resolution system. Thus, for a given target, the slow-scan,
high-re solution sensor would generate less coulombs of charge due to the
smaller pixel and would do it more slowly due to the slow scan rate. This
results in a much smaller signal current for the sensor. Therefore, the
slow-scan sensor usually has a higher capacity target or perhaps the same
target material built more thickly so as to allow a satisfactory current flow
at the target's saturation level. The ideal target then would have the
maximum free electron/capacitance ratio and a thickness which would give
the maximum electron storage while still maintaining the lag low enough
so that the target could be discharged at the desired scan rate.
Referring to figures 4-1 through 4-7 and 4-9 through 4-14, the signal
currents and signal-to-noise ratios shown are obtained from available
sensors. Of the sensors shown, the RBV is normally usable only as a
slow-scan sensor while the vidicon and FPS vidicon values are from vidicons
designed for slow-scan operation. The SEC and II both have excellent
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slow-scan capabilities except for a limited signal current. Development
work on SEC's increased signal current by a factor of 3 with no side effects
except a slight increase in lag. Increase of 5 or more is feasible at slow-
scan rates and is shown in the figures as the SSSEC.
The silicon vidicon and the ISS sensors have an additional problem at
slow scan caused by their inherent dark current. This current is essentially
the back bias leakage current of the silicon diodes and as such follows the rule
of doubling the current every 10 C. This dark current is a dc value and can
be biased out within the ability of the beam current to discharge the sum of
the dark current and the signal current. However, since the total target
storage capability is constant and the bulk leakage continuous; as the scan
rate decreases, the dark current becomes as large or larger than the signal
current itself and small variations in individual diode leakage would manifest
itself as signal modulation. Therefore, in slow-scan operation, it would be
essential to operate either of these sensors using passive cooling to maintain
the target region from -10 to -25 C where the dark current would not be
significant compared to the signal current at the anticipated scan rates.
4.8.3 Form Factor
There are few available sensors which meet the exact photoheliograph
format of 30-mm diagonal and a 21- by 21-millimeter square format. How-
ever, table 4-2 gives the parameters for several sensors which approach the
requirement sufficiently close to serve as a guideline. The volume is the
least variation between sensors at a change of about 4:1. The SEC and the
ISS obtain their signal gain by energy acquired by the photoelectrons and
have very high voltage electrostatic lens sections compared to the photo-
multiplier and photoconductive target sensors. On the other hand, the photo-
multiplier sensors have several more dc levels required for the multiple
dynodes in the photomultiplier section. All the sensors except for the FPS
vidicon are magnetic deflection and magnetic focus in the reading gun
section. This represents the majority of the power used in the sensor.
The amount is determined by the field strength required, the sensor dimen-
sions, the coil Lj/DCR ratio, and other factors. Typically, for a slow-scan
system, this might be 2 to 6 watts for the ID's 22 gauss focus field to 50
watts or more for the shaped high-intensity field required by the RBV. The
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TABLE 4-2
SENSOR SIZE AND COMPLEXITY COMPARISON
Input Maximum
Diagonal Length Diameter No. of Voltage
Sensor (mm) (in.) (inj Voltages* (kV) Deflect Focus
II
ISS
ID
P
V
SV
FPS
RBV
SEC
I
40
40
35
40
28
Not
60
30
40
28
17
13.5
12.75
12.25
8.9
available
21. 5
7.8
13.5
4. 1
3.06
4.0
2 .25
2.25
1.75
3. 155
2.34
4. 0
3.3
18
9
15
9
8
9
15
9
2
1.7
10
1.5
2
1.5
3
2. 5
10
16
Mag
Mag
Mag
Mag
Mag
Elect.
Mag
Mag
_
Mag
(70 gauss)
Mag (30g)
Mag (22g)
Mag (40g)
Mag (40g)
Mag (20g)
Mag (125g)
Mag (30g)
Elect.
^Included are all grids, dynodes, targets, focus and deflection voltages.
electrostatically deflected FPS vidicon is the most efficient sensor, requir-
ing only about 2 watts for its focus field.
The IV combination is the smallest and requires less voltages than
any other candidate shown and quite closely matches the photoheliograph
input size requirements. The present version would clip off each corner
due to the less than 30-min diagonal, but it is hoped that this increase
could be obtained in the same physical size. If not, a 36-mm diagonal
version exists without the slow-scan phosphor, and this could be adapted to
later versions if required.
4.8.4 Television System Complexity
All of the sensors considered would use a similar block diagram for
the primary video chain with variations in the peripheral circuitry. Most
of the additional circuitry is the fixed dc required by the image sections
or photomultiplier sections of particular sensors. All but the RBV sensor
would use a continuous scan system with either continuous exposure or
shuttering during a "no beam" frame. The RBV sensor has lag values which
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normally do not decay.on a continuous scan basis within the recycle time
of the photoheliograph equipment. Therefore, a special erase/prepare
cycle would increase the complexity and power consumption of a system
using this sensor.
4.8.5 Sensor Qualifications in Space
Every sensor considered except for the RBV has been qualified in a
space hardened version and then successfully used in a space system. The
RBV is being built in a space-hardened version, of proper dimensions for
the photoheliograph experiment, and it is scheduled for a launch
in the Earth Resources Technology Satellite. Therefore, while system
complexity, sensor size and fragility, and/or power consumption may be a
strong factor against the use of a particular sensor, none can be rejected
as unusable for space. The RBV in its present design, however, does not
have the capability of erase/prime in a sufficiently fast time to allow 3
seconds between frames. Work is in progress to reduce the time required
for erasure and may be obtained successfully by the time period of the photo-
heliograph.
The recommended IV combination has been designed for use as a
slow-scan, high-resolution sensor for the JPL Viking Orbiter program.
Although this particular sensor has not had a actual space mission, it
follows on the success of many vidicons in space and has successfully
passed stringent environmental tests to qualify for its purpose.
4. 9 CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results shown in this section, the intensified vidicon
(IV) is selected as the optimum sensor for use with the 65-centimeter
photoheliograph. It rates the highest in signal-to-noise ratio and has
simplicity of design and external system requirements. Its resolution is
exceeded only by the RBV, and this difference decreases if the intensifier
is used with both; the intensifier is required for the visible camera and
possibly for the Hydrogen Alpha camera. The RBV, however, requires
complex electronic circuitry, higher power, and still cannot meet the
frame times and recycle times required by this program. The IV has
marginal worst case sensitivity if the spacecraft stability requires short
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exposure times but it gives overall best operation available from the pre-
sent state of the art in electronic imaging. Film sensitivity is also mar-
ginal, at least at fast shutter speeds. Thus the success of the mission
requires a certain minimum level of spacecraft stability or IMC within
the photoheliograph.
Finally, the availability of the IV, as a space-qualified sensor, for a
program comparable in its slow-scan, high-resolution requirements,
makes it available now for an actual EIS to demonstrate its compatibility
with the photoheliograph.
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5. ELECTRONIC IMAGING SYSTEM
5. 1 INTRODUCTION
Previous .sections of this report have defined the solar input to be studied
by the experiment: The photoheliograph, which serves as the primary
instrument for the experiment; typical spacecraft, which might carry the
experiment; the data link, which stores and conveys the experiment results;
and the basic electronic sensor, which converts the photoheliograph output
into electronic information. This section is devoted to first defining a
television subsystem which will allow the selected sensor to form the elec-
tronic image. The second portion is the full Electronic Imaging System
(EIS), data recorders to store data, a data line for transmission, and
finally the data-link interface. The EIS then allows information to be trans-
mitted and the storage space made available for additional electronic images.
Once the initial criteria are determined by the Principal Investigator for
the photoheliograph experiment, the television subsystem can be accurately
defined with minimum consideration to the vehicle which will carry it. Thus,
the resulting system will be adaptable to different vehicles with little modifi-
cation required.
The full EIS interfaces directly with the vehicle and downlink equipment,
and certain considerations cannot be totally defined until the total program
is defined. However, much effort has been done to define a Skylab B/ATM B
mission, and the planning can be utilized on programs that may evolve in the
future. Therefore, the EIS defined here optimizes the information output of
the photoheliograph television subsystem as interfaced with the oboard
storage/downlink telemetry/on-ground tracking and storage capability
planned for the Skylab B/ATM B space vehicle.
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5. 2 TELEVISION SUBSYSTEM
5. 2. 1 General
The photoheliograph program requires three separate television cameras
to record occurrences on the sun in a simultaneous or near-simultaneous
exposure. Although each of the cameras record information from a different
wavelength of light, the majority of the separating conditions are similar.
Since this is the case, it is desirable to design the cameras so that they are
nearly identical. The visible camera and the Hydrogen Alpha camera will
be identical and interchangeable with adjustments in neutral density filters
and/or gain changes to adapt to the different levels in intensity of illumination.
The ultraviolet camera will have the identical electronic package and a
similar sensor, but the short wavelength requires a change in photocathodes.
This change and it's results are discussed in paragraph 5. 2. 3, but all other
discussion in this section applies to all three cameras.
5. 2. 2 System Description
Two possible modes of operation will be described with their advantages
and disadvantages. Both concepts can be described with the same block
diagram shown in figure 5-1 since the only differences between the two occur
in the synchronizing generator and the final output format. It should be
recognized that this diagram differs little from many normal television
cameras. The extra blocks and the changes within standard blocks required
to change the normal concept into a slow-scan, high-resolution scientific
recording camera will be discussed in detail. Figure 5-2 describes the basic
internal timing diagram for the approach which presently appears most
satisfactory.
5. 2. 2. 1 Video Chain
This portion of the camera consists of the preamplifier, postamplifier,
horizontal aperture correction, video clamp, video mixer, and the video
output stages. It is primarily an analog amplifier whose purpose is to give
voltage and power gain to the signal current from the vidicon. The basic
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criteria for a low-noise preamplifier was discussed in Section 4 and must
be adhered to for optimum signal-to-noise ratio. The overall gain must have
a flat frequency response with any phase shift constant over frequency so as
to not distort the vidicon signal current. Note that individual lead and lag
corners are acceptable as long as the output gain is constant with frequency
and is achieved with linear correction. Normally, the sensor distributed
capacity and the preamplifier lead resistor make a low-frequency lag which
is corrected by a lead in the preamplifier. Often, an additional lead is
inserted in the postamplifier to compensate for lags in the video output driver.
The horizontal aperture correction circuit introduces a gain variation into
the video to compensate for reduced high-frequency response of the sensor
itself. Figure 5-3 is an MTF curve of the intensifier, video, and IV. combina-
tion described earlier. In addition, the video bandpass is shown when
modified with the maximum value of aperture correction usually available. The
final video output MTF is shown after the initial sensor output is operated on
MAXIMUM CORRECTION
OF IV MTF
MAXIMUM (I2DBI
APERTURE
CORRECTEDVIDEO
RESPONSE
LIMIT
BANDPASS
10 3D
LINE PAIRS/MILLIMETER
7I- I389VA I
Figure 5-3. Individual and Composite MTF's
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by the aperture correction circuit. The maximum value shown is in excess
of that usually desired and would be adjusted down until the peak is near
100 percent at 20 Ip/mm and some 70 to 75 percent at 33 Ip/mm. The center
of the aperture correction is a fixed value which should be selected based on
the typical sensor's MTF and the video bandpass used. However, the
maximum gain of the correction network can be made variable to best
approximate the desired MTF for each individual sensor.
It can be shown (reference 13) that a dissipationless delay line has the
following characteristics:
Impedance Z = •\j~L/C~
1
Propagation Velocity v = \LC
Propagation Delay T = X VLC
Since the above equations are independent of frequency, the time delay is a
function of delay line length only and is independent of frequency. Thus, if a
circuit is built such as is shown in figure 5-4, its input/output equation can
be written
(l GI
- V1- ^7out/ in 2 = 11 - — cos 0
'2
and the resulting gain versus frequency response is shown in figure 5-4b.
The video clamp circuit is essentially a dc restorer circuit to reset the
proper black level of the video which will shift in the ac coupled video chain
with various signals or change with temperature becuase of the sensor's
dark current. The clamp should be operated on a line-to-line basis.
The video mixer adds the digital format required to operate the video
monitors and maintain a proper time sequence of events. Any internal test
signals would also be inserted into the video by this circuit.
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Figure 5-4. Characteristics of Aperture Correction with a
Dissipationless Delay Line
One deviation in this particular video chain is its bandwidth and cutoff
characteristics. The television subsystem's bandwidth must be flat to the
diffraction limit of the photoheliograph. Then, to minimize noise and to
reduce telemetry and tape recorder bandwidth, the cutoff must be extremely
sharp. Since the overall MTF is high at the cutoff frequency, the phase
shift caused by the sharp cutoff must be corrected by phase correction
circuits.
A question that may arise is what happens to the overall MTF of a sensor
if it is limited by the video bandpass. First, the cutoff has no effect on any
sinusoidal information less than the cutoff limit of 33 Ip/mm. Secondly, the
MTF curve, which is based on a square wave target will be reduced by the
information which is lost due to the sharp cutoff. A square wave can be
represented by a series of the form:
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V . . sin 3x sin 5x sin nx .TT ( s m x - + - ... )
Thus, the net MTF of a square wave is the value of the harmonic in the
series times the response of the sensor at that resolution. Referring to
figure 5-3, it can be seen that the third and fifth harmonic values contribute
little to the result and can be neglected.
Finally, it must be remembered that the photoheliograph itself has reduced
the MTF to its diffraction limit at 33 Ip/mm and thus there is little chance
of the input illumination being a square wave in the actual EIS.
5. 2. 2. 2 Deflection, Focus, and Sensor Controls
A vidicon is basically simple to operate with all but the control grid
voltage maintained at a constant dc volts for all operation after initial adjust-
ment. The sensor cathode is switched between two fixed voltages: ground
for normal scan time when the video information is being read from the
target and a voltage which is positive with respect to the storage target during
line-to-line retrace.
The beam control grid is operated at those different levels as shown in
figure 5-2. First, during the full exposure cycle, the beam is open so that
no information is lost. Next, the beam is switched to the level found to give
sufficient discharge of the target and maximum resolution during the single
frame readout cycle. Last, the beam is grounded to give maximum discharge
current for the four erase frames to minimize any residual signal.
The sweep deflection circuits are magnetic, and both should be driven
type with feedback to provide maximum stability and resolution. It is not
anticipated that any nonlinearities will be introduced by the sensor or the
surrounding components so that if the sweep drive is linear and a high-
quality deflection yoke is used, there will be no need for any special linearity
correction circuitry.
Dynamic focus control is likely to be required due to modifications to the
beam energy by the deflection field and thus slight changes in the beam
landing characteristics. Since most of this error is caused by the deflection
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circuits and is symmetrical to the sensor, a satisfactory dynamic correction
is obtained by using a portion of the deflection circuit, changing the shape of
one-half to make a triangular waveform, performing an integration to smooth
the waveform, and then add the result into the dc focus field to obtain best
overall focus.
5. 2 . 2 . 3 Synchronizer
The circuit shall consist of all digital microcircuitry for both accuracy
and reliability. It would receive its basic input from the spacecraft clock
and would be controlled by external command sequences yet to be established.
Its output signals would control all the functions shown in figure 5-1 plus all
the subtiming required by that circuitry. It is also anticipated that a space-
qualified television subsystem would contain a variety of internal monitoring
signals which would be keyed by the synchronizer into the video format
automatically. The synchronizer will generate and insert into the video
all signals required to give necessary timing information to the recorders,
telemetry, and, finally, the information analysis equipment so that a known
sequence of events is maintained.
5. 2. 2. 4 Automatic Illumination Controls
The illumination seen by the EIS will vary as much as two or three orders
of magnitude over the experiment and it will be important to both maintain
the video level constant and to record accurately the change in illumination.
This control is primarily obtained by changing the intensifier gain or by
exposure time variations. Secondary controls of automatic gain control and
vidicon target voltage control can provide additional range at the cost of
certain side effects. Finally, it is equally important to place in the video
output signals representing the gain changes so that the absolute illumination
can be found. A calibrated source such as a light-emitting diode would be
commanded into the field of view for internal gain calibration at appropriate
times such as at the beginning and end of each active EIS time.
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The exposure control is obtained by gating the focus grid of the triode
intensifier. This gate width can readily be operated from less than 1 milli-
second out of the full exposure time of 1 second. Use of maximum exposure
time will probably be limited by the spacecraft stability or the full range of
automatic control could be obtained by this mode of operations.
The second gain control method is to control the high-voltage cathode of
the intersifier. A reduction in this voltage can reduce the intensifier gain
from its maximum value of 50 to 5 or less with little effect on resolution.
Automatic gain control (AGC) within the video chain is a third way of
maintaining video output constant, but it is obtained at a cost of signal-to-
noise ratio. However, consider that the total noise consists of the noise in
the television subsystem plus that in the data recorder, telemetry, and the
ground recorder. Thus, if the illumination falls below a level where the
exposure control and intensifier gain can increase it at the desired level, it
would be desirable to increase the video amplifier gain at a reduction in
signal-to-noise ratio within the television subsystem to prevent a much
greater loss in signal to noise external to the television subsystem.
Finally, the photon conversion efficiency of thevidicon is a function of the
applied target voltage. However, the increase in gain with an increase in
target voltage also produces an increase in dark current which often shows
as a shading effect on the video and also causes an increase in lag or
residual signal. A decrease in target voltage reduces gain but also reduces
storage ability which results in a loss of contrast. Thus, this method of gain
control is essentially an emergency override in the case of an extreme solar
event or some unanticipated deterioration in the overall system capability and
it would not be used in any form of normal operation.
The method by which these gain controls are determined and then used is
a problem considerably different from the normal television camera and it
depends on large part on the use of the particular camera on a frame-to-
frame basis. Consider the difference between a standard television camera
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which scans continuously at a rate usually much faster than the rate of change
of the scene under observation as opposed to the photoheliograph television
camera which has video only 33 percent of the time and whose video may
change considerably on a frame-to-frame basis.
The first assumption that must be made if the scene changes between two
successive frames, then control must either be from a predetermined fixed
setting or from astronant command. It would not be possible to have control
within a single frame since that control would itself modulate the video
output. If there are multiple frames of the same or similar illuminated
scenes, then it is important to move from either saturation or noise level as
quickly as possible to minimize any loss of information. The method which,
seems optimum would have a sample and hold circuit to store a single frame
of video. This signal would be compared by a double threshold; one at about
70 percent of saturation and the other at about 30 percent of saturation.
Then, the AGC/ACC step size would be determined by the amount of deviation
and the dynamic range within the video. Since the dynamic range in the video
wall be 40 dB or more, a scene which exceeds either threshold for 100 per-
cent of a frame would necessitate a 20 dB or larger step between frames.
Lesser differences would cause successively smaller steps until the differen-
tial weighting requirement is satisfied.
The exposure control has the largest range and would make any large
steps with fine control obtained from the intensifier high-voltage control.
It is assumed that the other gain controls discussed will not normally be used,
but, if the situation arises, the target voltage would be reduced for illumina-
tion above the range of other controls while the video AGC would be used to
increase amplifier gain for very low illuminations.
The values described here are anticipated to be in excess of the actual
requirements since the solar energy and photoheliograph are reasonably
i
well defined and most extreme changes can be anticipated so that the video
gains will be changed by command. However, it seems mandatory on a
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mission of this expense and importance, to maximize the capabilities of the
instrumentation where possible.
5. 2. 2. 5 Image Motion Compensation
Figure 5-1 shows an image motion compensation circuit which would
allow a certain amount of correction to the photoelectrons in the intensifier
section. Although the capability has been demonstrated for the recommended
intensifier, the accuracy and range have not been evaluated. It is likely
that correction of more than a few percent would not be feasible, and since
the correction is at the television subsystem, the photoheliograph must not
shift sufficiently to move the format more than a few percent of the format
width. Finally, the entire concept depends on an external sensor to determine
and generate the error inputs to the television subsystem.
5. 2. 2. 6 Secondary Approach
The timing diagram of figure 5-2 maximizes the data storage capability
since the output of the three cameras occurs one after the other. However,
the exposure times of the three cameras are not simultaneous, but instead
each camera is exposed sequentially over the 3-second total cycle time.
It has been presumed so far that the change in solar activity or the motion of
the photoheliograph does not sufficiently change the scene in a 3-second
period as to disallow comparision of the three cameras. It is also assumed
that the improved data storage would be desirable.
The alternate solution would not change any of the previous discussion,
although it has a relatively strong impact on the synchronizer design for the
television subsystem and requires a few additional considerations from the
system. Basically, the change consists of having a exposure frame during
which all three cameras are exposed simultaneously. After this has
occurred, the full sequence previously described would occur. This change
would cause two difficulties. First, there would be an immediate loss of
33 1/3 percent of data handling capability since the data is recorded on video
tape and cannot be turned on or off at these rates. It is possible that this
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dead time could be utilized by other experiments or housekeeping information
so that the time is not lost. The second problem is that the simultaneous
exposure requires that the information stored on the sensor's storage target
will be there for an average of 1/2 second for one camera, 1 1/2 seconds for
the second camera, and 2 1/2 seconds for the third camera. The particular
vidicon recommended for the mission meets or surpasses a requirement of
more than 80 percent of stored information remaining after 10 seconds so
the problem does not exist for this sensor but it remains a consideration for
the decision.
5. 2. 3 Ultraviolet Television Subsystem
The wavelength of illumination to be viewed with the ultraviolet camera
necessitates special considerations for this camera. The combination of
fiber optics/S-20 photocathode used with the other two cameras will not
o
operate at the 2200-A wavelength. As can be seen in figure 4-16, it is the
fiber optics and not the S-20 photocathode which cannot meet the requirement.
However, the fiber optics are used to make the normal curved surface of the
photocathode of an intensifier appear as a flat face to the photoheliograph
focus field. This would not be obtained with the sapphire/S-20 combination,
and, to be usable, the intensifier would have to be lengthened to decrease
the curvature required of the photocathode.
A second and more feasible alternate is to use the vidicon without an in-
tensifier and with the ultraviolet photoconductive surface shown in figure
o
4-15. This is possible because the comparatively wide (100-A) filter gives
more illumination to the ultraviolet camera than the other cameras. Also,
the width and the fixed nature of the filter make the illumination more con-
stant thereby allowing the loss of, the gain range obtainable by varying the
intensifier gain.
Thus, the only significant .change for the ultraviolet television subsystem
is a change in the photosensitive surface of the sensor and a possible omission
of the intensifier.
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5. 3 SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
5. 3. 1 Introduction
The electronic imaging system includes the television subsystem, the
astronaut/ground control system, the data storage devices, and the downlink
telemetry interfaces. In general, only portions of the total system will be
part of the photoheliograph program, and the rest will be included in the
spacecraft data management subsystem. Therefore, the system described
here is not recommended as a final system but only as a representative sys-
tem which would satisfactorily record the output data from the photohelio-
graph experiment.
5. 3. 2 System Description
Figure 5-5 illustrates the block diagram, and figure 5-6 shows the two
possible timing sequences likely to be used to record and telemeter data.
The left side of the block diagram contains the three television subsys-
tems and the timing inputs necessary to obtain the operation described pre-
viously. The camera control unit can be controlled by the astronaut or
ground control to generate outputs every 3 (continuous), 32, 256, 2048 seconds,
etc. The circuit should also contain an automatic output for any time
the sun moves out of the format. Figure 5-6 shows the continuous and a
32-second cycle timing diagram. The START and STOP sequences are those
anticipated for the ERTS analog recorder, and these times obviously affect
the total data storage capability of the system since start and stop times
do not have any data stored. Actually for redundancy and to allow time for
automatic gain control corrections, it might be more desirable to record
two or three full sequences of information per recorder On time rather than
the single sequence illustrated. Since the full START/RECORD/STOP se-
quence takes 16 seconds for one full sequence of the three cameras and only
22 seconds for three full sequences of the three cameras, the above possi-
bility should be considered.
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Figure 5-6. Timing Diagram for Photoheliograph
Electro-Optical Sensor System
The lower right blocks include the data storage, telemetry interface,
and the playback/record sensing and switching controls. This general sys-
tem has been previously described in paragraph 3. 1. 3 and will not be repeated
except that the basic requirement is that the system contains two recorders
so that record and playback can be obtained simultaneously when required.
The remaining component of the EIS is the astronaut's onboard monitor.
Since the television subsystem is a slow-scan system which is difficult to
read directly, a direct view storage tube monitor provides a display which is
readily readable and should satisfy the pointing and control requirements of
the monitor. The camera select unit would allow the astronaut to first deter-
mine which of the three cameras he wanted to view. Then he could select
the update time for the monitor from no update to updating every repeated
frame of information. The resolution capability anticipated for this unit
would be less than the EIS capability but should be more than sufficient for
pointing and focus control.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6. 1 CONCLUSIONS
The net result of Sections 4 and 5 of the study is that an electronic
imaging sensor is available for the present photoheliograph program and
that an electronic imaging system can be built to meet the objectives of the
photoheliograph program. A second result is that a sensor and system
improvement must occur to be fully compatible with the objectives of the
1. 5- and 3. 0-meter photoheliographs. Part of this growth would be obtained
in sensor development. Appendix A describes an overall system considera-
tion distinctly advantageous for the electronic imaging system and large-scale
telescopes. The greater storage and telemetry requirements of future
telescopes are compatible with anticipated volume and power growth factors
of future space vehicles. Thus, it is concluded that electronic imaging
systems are now and will be available for the anticipated requirements of
high-resolution, visible space telescopes.
Returning to the present system, the details of the television subsystem
are summarized in table 6-1. The information contained in the table applies
to each one of the three television subsystems except for slight changes in the
ultraviolet camera due to the change in photosensitive surface on the
intensifier. The form factor values listed under Mechanical Characteristics
are conservative but are not necessarily final values. The actual values
would be modified to some extent to meet the photoheliograph detail form
factor values.
The characteristics of the other portions of the electronic imaging system,
such as the astronauts' monitor, the recorders, telemetry, and television
control circuitry, cannot be accurately described until the exact space
6-1
TABLE 6-1
DETAILED PARAMETERS
ELECTRONIC CHARACTERISTICS
Intensifier
Generic Type
Photocathode Type
Photocathode Sensitivity
Photocathode Size
Magnification
Gain
Output Phosphor
MTF at 33 Ip/mm
Type
Deflection
Focus
Photoconductor Size
Photoconductor Sensitivity
Gamma
Storage Ability
Signal Current (Saturation)
MTF at 33 Ip/mm
Frame Time
Line Time
Number of Lines
Vertical Duty Cycle
Horizontal Duty Cycle
Video Bandwidth
Sensor
System
Electrostatic/Gated
S-20/Fiber-optics
See figure 4-15 (curve 1)
28 mm Dia
0.94 to 1. 0
50 watts/watt max.
Pll/Fiber-optics
54%
Fiber-optic input, slow-scan
Vidicon
Magnetic
Magnetic
30 mm Dia
See figure 4-15 (curve 3)
0.9 to 1. 1
>95% at 9 seconds
3. 3
47%
 x 10"? A
1 second
666. 67 (Jisec
1,500
98%
95%
1. 1 MHz
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Aperture Correction (adjustable)
AGC/ALC Range
Intensifier Exposure Control
Intensifier Gain Range
Vidicon Target Gain Range
Postamplifier Gain Range
Noise current (no aperture correction)
Noise current (max aperture correction)
Signal to Noise (no aperture correction)
Signal to Noise (max aperture
correction)
Net MTF at 33 Ip/mm (no aperture
correction)
Net MTF at 33 Ip/mm (aperture
correction)
TABLE 6-1 (Continued)
12 dB max at 1. 1 MHz
0. 001 to 1 second (60 dB)
20 dB
6 dB
20 dB
3 x 10"10 A
1.2 x 10"9 A
60 dB
48 dB
26%
>70%
MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Volume (per television camera)
Length
Width
Height
18 inches
6 inches
6 inches
Weight (per television camera)
Approximately 30 pounds
Power (per television cameraj
Approximately 40 watts
vehicle is specified since much of the circuitry will be shared with other
systems. However, every consideration contained in Section 5 would be
compatible with any space vehicle capable of utilizing the photoheliograph.
The definitions used on this study were based on NASA studies for the Skylab
B/ATM B system and, as such, match most projected programs.
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6. 2 RECOMMENDATIONS
The study has concluded that an electronic imaging system (EIS) can be
built to meet the requirements of the photoheliograph program. Although
the major assumptions used in the study are conservative, the reduction
from theory to hardware always presents interface problems which are
best found and eliminated at the feasibility model level. Furthermore,
actual test results between film cameras and the EIS with the photoheliograph
may resolve some of the questions which exist on the comparative value of
the two methods.
Thus, it is recommended that a single EIS be built which would contain a
single camera capable of full operation as either the visible camera or the
Hydrogen Alpha camera. Since the study has indicated that all three cameras
could be similar, most of the interface problems could be solved by this
method. The ultraviolet camera has not only the sensor modification
o
discussed in the study, but, in addition, the 2200-A solar value would not
be visible on Earth and a calibration source would have to be operated in a
vacuum to prevent absorption by the air. To be useful, a high-resolution
monitor would also be built to allow direct viewing of the results obtained
from the special scan system. Finally, a modified video tape recorder
should be obtained which would have the capacity to record at least several
frames of video. This would allow testing of telemetry equipment, ground
data handling equipment, and the data correlation computers for data
analysis.
The initial testing of the EIS should be with calibrated sources to
determine range and capabilities of internal functions such as signal-to-
noise ratio, sensitivity, automatic exposure, and gain controls. At the
conclusion of this test series, the recommended EIS would be capable of
being mated with the feasibility photoheliograph already under test at
California Institute of Technology's Big Bear Observatory. This series of
tests should fully determine the correctness of the computations set forth
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in this study and allow any changes required to build a space-qualified EIS
for use with the 65-centimeter photoheliograph. At this point, the original
EIS would be available for upgrading to the requirements of larger space
telescopes.
A second recommendation is for the initiation of additional study on the
actual values of spacecraft stability which will occur. Part of this study
should specify the requirements of image motion compensation (IMC)
within the photoheliograph, its reference, the accuracy required, the recycle
time, and the total control time. An additional part should consider the
lack of IMC and determine the imaging system's exposure times which would
reduce the deterioration from spacecraft jitter to acceptable levels.
A third recommendation is the initiation of a study program which would
directly compare film versus electronic imaging from an overall viewpoint
including the spacecraft portion through data analysis and interpretation.
The study should at minimum include comparable signal-to-noise ratio,
sensitivity, resolution, total volume required of film camera plus film
storage versus television camera and video recorders, on-ground data
storage requirements, comparative data analysis and interpretation tech-
niques.
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APPENDIX A
SPECIAL OPTICS CONSIDERATIONS
Two characteristics of the possible television systems for the photo-
heliograph could require special optical systems within the television camera
system. A decision on the necessity or desirability of either of these tech-
niques will depend on the final configuration of the photoheliograph and the
particular television system selected.
A. 1 ULTRAVIOLET CAMERA FLAT FIELD REQUIREMENT
The first system would apply to the ultraviolet television camera only and
is based on the shape of the photosensitive surface of the television sensor.
The difficulty is the unavailability of UV sensitive fiber optics which can
couple a flat field format to whatever shape photosensitive surface is used
by the sensor. Most photoconductive sensors such as the RBV, FPS vidicon,
and other vidicons use flat photosensitive surfaces and present no problem
when modified to UV sensitive glass. Magnetic intensifiers and imaging
sensors also operate in a flat-to-flat focus plane and present no problem to
the optics. However, if IMC is not used with the photoheliograph, the avail-
able illumination may be too low to use vidicons without intensification and
the magnetic fields required by magnetic intensifiers or image sections re-
quire large amounts of power and also tend to interact with the deflection and
focus fields of the sensor thus creating distortion and resolution problems.
o
The illumination levels found in the study for the 2200-A camera indicate
that a certain amount of reduced exposure time is obtainable with the selected
vidicon with no intensifier but with the sapphire/ultraviolet photoconductor
combination added. This is the optimum camera for the UV if the stability
will permit its use.
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The possibility of using an electrostatic intensifier or an ISS or SEC
type sensor with an electrostatic image section must also be considered.
This capability is slightly enhanced when a Gregorian telescope is used since
its best focus field is convex and an intensifier of proper length could be
designed to have a similar curvature for its photosensitive surface and still
maintain high internal resolution. The increase in size to obtain an approxi-
mate flat field to flat field image in electrostatic intensifiers has already
been developed by the EMI Corp of Britain but the quality is not sufficient
for this program.
A reflective relay system could be implemented using a simple refractive
element near the photocathode surface to provide field curvature as shown in
figure A-l. The central obscuration of the relay system should be designed
to match the obscuration of the primary telescope. This type of system
•would be rather large since the camera body must be smaller than the pro-
jection of the obscuration of the secondary mirror in the plane of the tube.
CAMERATUBE
FIELD CURVING LENS
71-1038-VA-13
Figure A-l. Focus Plane Shaping System
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A refractive relay optical system could also be used to perform this task
and would have to be made of silica or perhaps calcium fluoride.
A. 2 INCREASED FORMAT OPTICS
The second optical consideration is a scheme to increase the effective
resolution of the television systems and is applicable to all three cameras.
Essentially, the idea is based on the fact that the resolution in line pairs per
millimeter value is limited on most television sensors when compared to
film, but the television sensor uses the same image plane rather than the
large bulk required by larger film frames. Thus, it is suggested that the
21 by 21mm format be optically enlarged to a size compatible with the largest
sensors made. Since 60mm diagonal sensors are not uncommon, a 2:1 in-
crease in format could be used to obtain a 2:1 increase in the MTF versus
line pairs per millimeter of figure 4-18. For purposes of using the existing
configuration of the telescope with a TV camera of a 42 by 42mm format,
a negative lens system such as the Barlow type could be used to expand the
telescope format of 21 by 21mm to the 42 by 42mm format. This is graphically
illustrated in figure A-2a. An alternative way of accomplishing this is by
using a positive relay lens as shown in figure A-2b.
Both methods result in an increase in system focal length and an increase
in geometric f/# by a ratio of 42/21 if the same FOV is maintained. The
design of the lens system could provide for a flat image plane.
This study has indicated that a feasible electronic imaging system can be
built within the constraints of the present 65-cm photoheliograph, so that the
change to an increased format would be of little advantage and perhaps would
decrease resolution by creating a more difficult focusing problem for the
overall high f/# system. However, the study has also shown that electronic
sensor growth is required to meet the objectives of the projected 1. 5- and
3-meter telescopes. Since the systems will be lower f/# systems, there will
be additional illumination, and the increased format size will be of significant
benefit to the electronic imaging system which is used with these instruments.
A-3
A. NEGATIVE BARLOW SYSTEM
B. POSITIVE RELAY SYSTEM
71-1038-VA-14
Figure A-2. Format Increasing Optics
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APPENDIX B
FILM
A complete comparison of the merits of using television or film for re-
cording images from the photoheliograph is outside the scope of this report,
but a few important aspects will be reviewed.
B.I SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY
Figure B-l illustrates the spectral responses of Kodak film types 3400
and SO-392. Both curves have been transcribed from Kodak data sheets
with the ordinate converted into watt • second/meter to be compatible
with the sensor data in this study. Type SO-392 is described as "Solar
Flare Patrol" film and is optimized to be used with the Hydrogen Alpha
band at 6563A, and as such would be used in the Hydrogen Alpha camera.
Type 3400 is a Panchromatic film and as such would be used for the visible
camera of the photoheliograph.
•'
Both films above were plotted only to 4000 A as this was the limit on the
supplied data sheets. A special film, SO-212, is available for use down to
the 2200-A region and below and could be used for the ultraviolet camera
with the photoheliograph. SO-212 is essentially the 3400 film but without a
gelatin backing because the gelatin is UV absorptive and prevents the
emulsion from being exposed. This gelatin removal, however, has the side
effects of producing a brittle, hard to handle film which is highly susceptible
to exposure by electrostatic discharge. Both of these difficulties are being
investigated, but no information was available for this report.
B-l
D-19, 1 MIN @ 68° F
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Figure B-l. Film Spectral Sensitivity Curves
B.2 ABSOLUTE SENSITIVITY
The purpose of this paragraph is to obtain an understanding of the com-
parable sensitivities of the electronic imaging sensors considered in this
study with film. It is difficult to compare electronic imaging with film
since many of the definitions differ. However, an attempt has been made
by comparing the sensor's signal-to-noise ratio versus illumination curves
with film density versus illumination. This comparison should be exact
along the abscissa for a given film development criteria and the ordinate
would be accurate for a low-base fog value. With this in mind, the ordinate
1 1 - 2 1
of figure B-2 was computed in watt . second . meter which is watt .
o
meter for a 1-second exposure. Figure B-2 then shows the signal-to-
noise ratio of the electronic imaging sensors for a 1-second exposure to
5000-A illumination. Since figure B-2 is for a film density of 1.0 and an
exposure time of 1 second, this point can be transcribed to figure B-2 at
B-2
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an ordinate value of 20 dB or slightly less for low-base fog values. The
slopes of the curves are then determined from the film data sheet character-
istic curves at the specified development time. Each of the results is for
•
5000 A only, but by selecting the desired wavelength from figure B-l, the
film curve can be shifted along the abscissa to the correct value. For in-
stance, if the SO-392 film sensitivity at 6563 A was desired, the curve
-4 1 -2
would be shifted to the value of 7 x 10 watt . meter obtained from
figure B-l at a density of 1.0. It could then be compared to the illumination
line shown for 6563 A on figure B-2.
The results in figure B-2 indicate that the selected films are just
sufficiently sensitive to operate with the anticipated illumination at a
1-second exposure and a density near 1.0. Thus, if the spacecraft stability
is as indicated to date, the resolution advantage of the film will partially
be lost due to image motion during the exposure time.
The aforementioned values are based on Kodak nominal data for the
specified films. Special processing techniques used at California Institute
of Technology for their solar telescope at the Big Bear Observatory
increase the sensitivity of SO-392 by approximately a factor of 50. This
much improves the short exposure capability of the film, but the results
cannot be shown here since the spectral sensitivity and characteristic
curves were not available.
B.3 RADIATION SHIELDING
Since all films "fog" when radiated, some form of shielding is necessary
to preserve a satisfactory base density level when stored in space. Figure
B-3, extracted from reference 17, shows the amount of aluminum necessary
to limit the fog density of Panatomic X film to any desired amount for a
typical ATM of 210 nmi with a 25-degree inclination.
Reference 18 discusses the problem under the NASA plan to bring up all
film at first launch and return exposed portions during each return trip.
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The conclusion is that the amount of shielding necessary to prevent fogging
for the 252-day total mission is not feasible. The report therefore assumes
a maximum mission and assumes prefogging of all other film to a computed
level which will cause the same 0. 2 level of density regardless of mission
length. This prefogging requires complex computation and exposure proce-
dures before launch. Then the prelaunch handling and on-board storage must
be carefully planned to ensure that the astronauts use the correctly fogged
films for each part of the mission. In addition, this level of prefogging has
an important effect on the dynamic range on a particular frame.
Even with the above precautions, figure B-3 shows that moderately heavy
shielding will be required, probably in the level of 10 to 50 grams per
square centimeter of surface area of the storage container. Since the planned
mission is for some 150,000 frames of film, this is a considerable weight
penalty.
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APPENDIX C
TELEVISION SYSTEM ANALYSIS COMPUTER PROGRAM
The radiometric analysis of various TV sensors to determine the
amount of signal current, noise current, and signal-to-noise ratio has
been accomplished with the aid of a general purpose computer. Three
separate Fortran IV programs have been written for the Control Data
Corporation 6400 computer.
Program FOTOCUR convolves the photocathode spectral response
with a given illumination spectrum through a given optics subsystem and
over a prescribed filter band to calculate the current density and the
o
photon current density of the photocathode.
Program SIG2NOZ calculates the exposure current, signal current,
noise current, and signal-to-noise ratio for various camera tube-photo-
cathode combinations, using the output current densities of Program
FOTOCUR as input data.
Program SIGZNZ1 calculates the noise current and the signal-to-noise
ratio for various camera tube-photocathode combinations using a given
signal current as input.
A simple block diagram of Program FOTOCUR is given in figure C-l,
and figure C-Z is a block diagram of Program SIGZNOZ. The block
diagram of Program SIGZNZ1 is practically the same as SIGZNOZ, ex-
cept that the saturation signal current of the tube of interest is supplied,
rather than a tape of current densities. Exposure current, noise current,
and signal-to-noise ratio are the outputs of SIG2NZ1.
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Figure C-l. Block Diagram of Program FOTOCUR
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Figure C-2. Block Diagram of Program SIG2NOZ
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C.I INPUT DATA TAPES (PROGRAM FOTOCUR)
TAPE 1 is a data tape containing spectral responses, in milliamperes
per watt per micrometer, of photocathodes of interest (see figure C-3
for the contents of TAPE 1). TAPE 2 is a data tape containing spectral
characteristics, in watts-cm • Ster . |j.m (see figure C-4 for the
contents of TAPE 2). TAPE 3 is a data tape containing the filter trans-
mission characteristics (percent transmission) over the spectral band-
width of the filter (see figure C-5 for the contents of TAPE 3).
The common characteristics of the three data tapes are outlined in
the following subparagraphs.
a. Data Entry Into Program FOTOCUR
All the data which the particular application is likely to require may
be placed into each of the three data tapes. The proper data for a
particular photocathode, illumination source, or filter is read into the
program from each of the larger three files. The program has the
ability to search through a particular data file for a code word indicating
where data reading is to commence and a code number where the data
reading is to stop. Thus, the responses of all the photocathodes may
all be placed on the same data tape, and the program uses only the portion
of data between the given code words. A separate data tape containing
all the illumination sources may also be constructed under the same
principle (explained in paragraph C.l . lb) . Similarly, one data tape can
contain all the various filter characteristics. Before Program FOTOCUR
is run, the separate data files are called by
GET, TAPE 1 = FLSIN1
GET, TAPE 2 = FLSIN2
GET, TAPE 3 = FLSIN3
b. Data Format
Tapes 1, 2, and 3 all have the same format. The f i rs t line of each
subfile is the index code of the photocathode (such as, PC3); the
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illumination source (such as, SOURCE 2); or the filter (such as 4045.8,
bandcenter of the filter). The second line of the subfile is a descriptive
phrase of the photocathode (such as SLOW SCAN VIDICON), the illumi-
nation source(such as SOLAR ABSOLUTE DATA) or the filter (such as
1/8 ANGSTROM FILTER - 5 PERCENT TRANSMISSION).
The data from each file are entered in pairs, the first element of
which is wavelength in micrometers. The second element of the pair
is one of the following depending on the data file:
• photocathode sensitivity (mA/watt)
• source spectral power (watt, ster • (j.m .cm )
• filter percent transmission (as a decimal).
The SOURCE 2 data shall be used as an example of the way the data
must be placed in any of the data files.
SOURCE 2
SOLAR ABSOLUTE DATA
.200000 3.9100E+01
.205000 6.9500E+01
l .OE-32 0.
• The first line has a maximum of 10 characters
• The second line has a maximum of 60 characters.
• Each first column data value, beginning with line three, must be
preceded by three blank spaces.
• Each first column number must be a six significant figure number
less than one.
• Five blank spaces must be placed between the data columns.
• Each second column number must be a five significant figure
number between 1 and 10 followed by the letter E, the symbol +
(or -), and two digits (zeroes included) indicating the power of 10.
• The number l .OE-32 must be in the last column of the first line
of column I. This indicates the end of the subfile; thus, no more
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data is read from the particular tape. The second column of the
last line is an arbitrary number, since the program does not enter
any data when l .OE-32 is encountered.
• The data of a particular subfile on the tape may have any order;
for example, the data need not be placed on the file sequentially
with respect to wavelength. Program FOTOCUR contains a sort-
ing routine which places the data in the proper order.
• Any two data points may be separated by an arbitrary interval.
Program FOTOCUR has a quadratic interpolation routine to supply
arbitrary data points over the data array.
C.2 OUTPUT DATA TAPE - PROGRAM FOTOCUR
The focal ratio, optical transmission ratio, current density, photon
current density, and illuminance on the retina of Program FOTOCUR
are output onto TAPE 4 of the program. This data file becomes TAPE 1
of Program SIG2NOZ. TAPE 4 can be saved for further use by imme-
diately typing
SAVE, TAPE 4 = SNRINPT
after the run is complete (SNRINPT is an arbitrary seven character
name used as an example file name).
C. 3 PROGRAM FOTOCUR PRINTOUT ANALYSIS
a. Unintensified Camera Sensor
A typical run for a camera sensor without an intensifier is given in
figure C-6. The entire program is given in figure C-6. The lines which
do not begin with a question mark indicate the printout which the internal
program controls after the initial run statement has been given. The
lines which do begin with a question mark indicate that data is to be
typed into the machine from the on-line terminal.
If the response NONE is given to the photocathode index code, the
data is to be input from the terminal in the same format as TAPE 1. The
focal ratio and optical transmission ratio may be entered as two numbers
separated by a space or a comma.
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The index code for the source has been SOURCE 2 (solar absolute
data file) for all front-end photocathodes. However, if the answer is
NONE, a blackbody source is assumed and a blackbody temperature is
then requested.
The "gain section intensifier? " answer is always NO and the "radiance -
-emittance?" answer is always YES or radiance for an unintensified
tube. The YES answer allows the input solar spectral powers to be
multiplied by IT .
The "filter index code?" answer is the center frequency, in angstroms,
of the filter band. If the entire illumination is to be admitted then the
answer is NONE.
If NEW is typed in response to "new data ready on tape, " other filter
data, to be entered at the terminal, are requested. If NO is typed to
"print spectrum?", the next six lines of printout are skipped and just
the spectral band, current density, irradiance on retina, photon current
density, and "new data" are printed,
b. Intensified Camera Sensor
Typical runs for a camera sensor with an intensifier are given in
figure C-7a and C-7b. Two separate runs of Program FOTOCUR are
required to determine the current density of the intensified tube. The
first run (figure C-7a) converts the photocurrent from the combination
of the illumination and the intensifier photocathode into a new illumination
from the output phosphor of the intensifier with the proper gain value.
The format is similar to that of the run of figure C-6. The second run
(figure C-7b) determines the output current density of the photocathode
of the camera sensor to the phosphor illumination, which in this example
is the slow scan vidicon. The spectral response of the vidicon (given
as SOURCE 3) modifies the input current density from the intensifier
to give the output current density of the intensified camera sensor.
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The answers to the questions of the second run shall be explained.
This focal ratio and optical transmission ratio are 6. 89 and 1. The 0.89
cancels the (Tr/4) term in the irradiance equation, effectively making
the focal ratio 1 since there are no optics here. The index code for the
source is SOURCE 3, which is the P-ZO spectral response in watt«cm
• milliampere . fjim . The power density at the photocathode is the
output of the intensifier phosphor of the first run. This number is mul-
tiplied by the intensifier gain (?y 50) and the SOURCE 3 spectral response.
A NO answer to the radiance-emittance question allows the data to re-
main as is; i.e. , without the Tf multiplying factor. The index code for
the filter is NONE, since the filter operates on the input power to the
intensifier. The remaining portion of the second run (figure C-7a) is
similar to the preceding examples. .
C. 4 SENSOR SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO-PROG RAM SIGZNOZ
Two programs have been devised to calculate the sensor signal-to-
-noise ratio; one program (SIGZNOZ) uses output current density data
of Program I to calculate the exposure current, signal current, noise
current, and SNR. The other program (SIG2NZ1) has the signal current
as an input with the same outputs,
a. Program SIGZNOZ
Figure C-8 gives sample outputs for various sensors used for this
program. An input data tape is required for this output. The data tape
is accessed by
GET, TAPE 1 = SNRINPT.
This is explained in paragraph C .Z . The first eight questions simply
require the proper data values. A YES answer to "Is this either a vidi-
con or an image dissector? YES?" sets the current gain equal to 1; a
NO answer sets up the question "current gain of the image section?, "
whereupon the proper value is entered. A NO answer to "Is there a
scanning reading electron beam?" sets the exposure time to 0. 5/bandwidth,
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ISOCON to NO and multiplier to YES. A YES answer sets up the question
"Is this an ISOCON. " YES to this question assumes photomultiplier
output, setting up the question "multiplier gain?, " whereupon the data
is entered. A NO answer causes the question "Is there an electron
multiplier output?" to be asked. A NO answer sets the gain of the
photomultiplier equal to 1; a YES answer causes the computer to ask
"multiplier gain?" to which one responds with the data value. A NO to
"Is there an auxiliary.image intensifier?" sets the intensifier gain to
1. The YES option is not used in the signal-to-noise program since
during this study the calculation of signal current of the intensified tube
have been moved from Program 2 (SIG2NOZ) to Program 1, as described
in paragraph C.3b. Not considering the intensifier in the noise current
calculation contributes a small error. However, for a single intensifier
of gain 50, all sensors, except the ISS, are considered preamplifier
limited.
b. Program SIG2NZ2
Figure C-9 gives sample outputs for various sensors used in this
program. This program differs from Program SIG2NOZ in that the
saturation signal current of each tube is the input, rather than the current
densities of the data tape from Program FOTOCUR.
C. 5 DATA TAPES FOR PROGRAM SIG2NOZ
Figure C.-10 is a list of the signal-to-noise data tapes that have been
generated from Program 1 for use in Program SIG2NOZ. Each data
tape consists of five lines: a photocathode identifier, an illumination
source identifier, a filter center band, bandwidth and transmission ratio
identifier, a row of data containing the focal ratio and optical transmission
ratio, and a row of data containing beam current density, photon current
density and irradiance on the retina.
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At present, this complete data list is on one tape. To use a particular
five-line data file as TAPE 1 in Program SIG2NOZ, it is necessary to
delete (by proper editing in the computer) portions of the. large data file
to extract the file of interest. The program does not, at present, con-
tain a subroutine that can search for the desired signal-to-npise input
data.
C.6 LISTINGS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Listings of the computer programs are given in the event the recipient
of this study wishes to verify the data or place the program on his own
computer. Program FOTOCUR is listed in figure C-ll, Program SIG2-
NOZ in figure C-12 and Program SIGZNZ1 in figure C-13.
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C-27
BANDWIDTH FRAMETIME ACTIVE VERT ACT H 0 R I Z
1100.0 1.00 .95 .98
SCANLN/FRAME EXP TIME SCENE C0MTR P.C.AREA
1500.0 1.0 1.0 4.4
PREAMP N0ISE CURRENT-MAN^AMP IS0C0N
.3 YES
1470 ACTIVE SCAN LINES.
1393 SAMPLES PER H0RIZ0NTAL LINE.
V I D I C 0 N 0R IMAGE DISSECT0R?
N0
CURRENT GAIN 0F THE IMAGE SECTI0N?
? 4.
SCANNING READING ELECTR0N BEAM?
YES
MULTIPLIER GAIN?
4. OE+02
QUANTUM EFFICIENCY?
? .07
SIGNAL CURRENT IN AMPS?
? 7.5E-9
EXP0SURE CURRENT
SIGNAL CURRENT
N0ISE CURRENT-FLS
SIGNAL/N01SE-FLS
N0ISE CURRENT-JEN
SIGNAL/N3ISE-JEN
$.9825000E-03
7. 5000000E-03
3.0608293E-04
2.45E+01
2. 8 3 73 08 6E-03
2. 64E+00
MICR0AMPERE
MICR0 AMPERE
MI CR0 AMPERE-
MI CR0 AMPERE
SIGNAL CURRENT IN AMPS?
? 7.5E-8
EXP0SURE CURRENT
SIGNAL CURRENT
N0ISE CURRENT-FLS
SIGNAL/NOISE-FLS
N0ISE CURRENT-JEN
SIGNAL/N0ISE-JEN
6.9825000E-02 MICR0AMPERE
7.5000000E-02 MICR0AMPERE
3. 5618478E-04 MICR0AMPERE
2.11E+02
8.7899488E-03 MICR0AMPERE
8.53E+00
SIGNAL CURRENT IN AMPS?
? 7.5E-7
EXP0SURE CURRENT
SIGNAL CURRENT
N0ISE CURRENT-FLS
SICNAL/N0ISE-FLS
N0ISE CURRENT-JEN
SIGNAL/N0ISE-JEN
6.9825000E-01
7. 5000000E-01
6. 7725623E-04
1. HE+03
2. 7737916E-02
2.70E+01
MICR0 AMPERE
MICR0AMPERE
MICR0AMPERE
MICR0AMPERE
Figure C-9
C-28
BANDWIDTH FRAMETIME ACTIVE VERT ACT H0RIZ
1100*0 1.00 .95 .98
SCANLN/FRAME EXP TIME SCENE C0NTR P. C. AREA
1500.0 1.0 1.0 4.4
PREAMP N0ISE CURRENT-NAN0AMP IS0C9N
.3 N0
1470 ACTIVE SCAN LINES.
1393 SAMPLES PER H0RIZ0NTAL LINE.
VIDIC0N 0R IMAGE DISSECT0R?
N0
CURRENT GAIN 0F THE IMAGE SECTI0N?
? . 15
SCANNING READING ELECTR0N BEAM?
YES
PMT 0UTPUT?
YES
MULTIPLIER GAIN?
4.OE+02
QUANTUM EFFICIENCY?
? »63
SIGNAL CURRENT IN AMPS?
? 6.8E-7
EXP0SURE CURRENT
SIGNAL CURRENT
N0ISE CURRENT-FLS
SIGNAL/N0ISE-FLS
N0ISE-CURRENT-JEN
SIGNAL/N0ISE-JEN
6. 3308000E-01
6.8000000E-01
5135723E-04
04E+03
3.2835198E-02
2.07E+01
6.
1.
MICR0 AMPERE
MICR0AMPERE
MICR0 AMPERE
MICR0AMPERE
SIGNAL CURRENT IN AMPS?
? 6.8E-6
EXP0SURE CURRENT = 6.
SIGNAL CURRENT = 6,
N0ISE CURRENT-FLS = 1.
SIGNAL/N0ISE-FLS
N01 SE CURRENT-JEN *
SIGNAL/N0ISE-JEN i
3308000E+00
8000000E+00
8527446E-03
3.67E+03
1.0381841E-01
6. 55E+01
MICR0AMPERE
MICR0 AMPERE-
MI CR0 AMPERE-
MI CR0 AMPERE
SIGNAL CURRENT IN AMPS?
? 6.8E-6»-5
EXP0SURE CURRENT
SIGNAL CURRENT
N0ISE CURRENT-FLS
SIGNAL/N0ISE-FLS
N0ISE CURRENT-JEN
SIGNAL/N0ISE-JEN
6. 3308000E+01
6.8000000E+01
5.78.93544E-03
1. 17E+04
3. 28297TOE-01
2. 07E+02
MICR9 AMPERE
MI CR0 AMPERE-
MI CR0 AMPERE
MICR0 AMPERE
Figure C-9 (Continued)
C-29
ACTIVE VERT ACT H0RIZ
.95 .98
SCENE C0NTR P.C.AREA
0 A. A
IS0C0M
N0
BANDWIDTH FRAMETIME
1100.0 1.00
SCANLN/FRAME EXP TIME
1500.0 1.0 1
PREAMP N0ISE CURRENT-NAN0AMP
.3
1470 ACTIVE SCAN LINES.
1393 SAMPLES PER H0RIZ0NTAL LINE.
VIDIC0N 0R IMAGE DISSECT0R?
YES
SCANNING READING ELECTR0N BEAM?
N0
MULTIPLIER GAIN?
5.0E+05
QUANTUM EFFICIENCY?
? .09
SIGNAL CURRENT IN AMPS?
? 6.4E-7
EXP0SURE CURRENT :
SIGNAL CURRENT •
M0ISE CURRENT-FLS «
SIGNAL/N0ISE-FLS i
N0ISE CURRENT-JEN :
SIGNAL/N0ISE-JEN =
1.3108 48 OE+06
6.4000000E-01
8.3194221E-01
7. 69E-01
4.8519912E-01
1.32E+00
MICR0AMPERE
MICR0AMPERE
MICR0AMPERE
MICR0AMPERE
SIGNAL CURRENT IN AMPS?
? 6.4E-6
EXP0SURE CURRENT
SIGNAL CURRENT
N O I S E CURRENT-FLS
SIGNAL/N0ISE-FLS
N0ISE CURRENT-JEN
SIGNAL/N0ISE-JEN
1.3108 48 OE+07
6. 4000000E+00
2.6308321E+00
2.43E+00
1.5343333C*00
4. 17E+00
MI CR0 AMPERE
MICR0AMPERE-
MICR0 AMPERE
MICR0AMPERE
SIGNAL. CURRENT IN AMPS?
? 66.«-«-.4E-5
EXP0SURE CURRENT
SIGNAL CURRENT
N 0 I S E CURRENT-FLS
SIGNAL/N0ISE-FLS
N0ISE CURRENT-JEN
SIGNAL/N0ISE-JEN
1.3108 43 OE+08
6.4000000E*01
8.3194215E+00
7. 69E+00
4.8519875E+00
1.32E+01
MICR0AMPERE
MICR0 AMPERE
MICR0AMPERE
MI CR0 AMPERE
Figure C-9 (Continued)
C-30
PC3 SL0W SCAN VIDIC0N
S0URCE 3 P-20 SPECTRAL RESP0NSE (S0URCE 2 INPUT T0 INTENSI FIER)
4045.8 1/8 ANGSTR0M FILTER IN FR0MT END 0F TUBE
8.90000E-01 l.OOOOOE+00
1.00546E-05 3.04630E+11 1.06712E-07
PC3 SL0W SCAN VIDIC0N
S0URCE 3 P-20 SPECTRAL RESP0NSE <S0URCE 2 INPUT T0 INTENSI FIER)-
5500 1/4 ANGSTR0M FILTER IN FR0NT END 0F TUBE
8.90000E-01 l .OOOOOE+00
7.91589E-04 2.39832E+13 8.40133E-06
PC3 SL0W SCAN VIDIC0N
S0URCE 3 P-20 SPECTRAL RESP0NSE (S0URCE 2 INPUT T0 INTENSI FIER>
6562.8 1/2 ANGSTR0M FILTER IN FR0NT END 0F TUBE
8.90000E-01 1.OOOOOE+00
1.78606E-04 5.41132E+12 1.89559E-06
PC3 SL0W SCAN VIDIC0N
S0URCE 3 P-20 SPECTRAL RESP0NSE <S0URCE 2 INPUT T0 INTENSI FIER)
4100 1/8 ANGSTR0M FILTER IN FR0NT END 0F TUBE
8.90000E-01 l.OOOOOE+00
4. 79830E-04 1.45377E+13 5.09255E-06
PC3 SL0W SCAN V I D I C 0 N
S0URCE 3 P-20 SPECTRAL RESP0NSE CS0URCE 2 INPUT T0 INTENSI FIER)
5895.9 1/4 ANGSTR0M FILTER IN FR0NT END 0F TUBE
8.90000E-01 1.00000E*00
2. 48966E-05 7. 54306E+1 1 2. 64234E-07
PC4 RETURN BEAM VIDIC0N
S0URCE 3 P-20 SPECTRAL RESP0NSE C S0URCE 2 INPUT T0 INTENSI FI ER)-
4045.8 1/8 ANGSTR0M FILTER IN FR3NT END 0F TUBE
8.90000E-01 l .OOOOOE+00
3.28070E-05 3. 04630E+11 1.06712E-07
PC4 RETURN BEAM VIDIC0N
S0URCE 3 P-20 SPECTRAL RESP0NSE < S0URCE 2 INPUT T0 INTENSI FIER)
5500 1/4 ANGSTR0M FILTER IN FR0NT END 0F TUBE
8.90000E-01 l.OOOOOE+00
2.58286E-03 2.39832E+13 8.40133E-06
FC1 J E D E C - S 2 0 C I S S » S E C » I I « I D )
S0URCE 2 S0LAR ABS0LUTE DATA
4045.8 1/8 ANGSTR0M FILTER-5 PERCENT TRANSMISSI0N
9. 10000E+OI l .OOOOOE+00
3. 11795E-07 9. 79489E+09 4.80856E-09
PCI JEDEC-S20CISS.SEC*II*ID)
S0URCE 2 S0LAR ABS0LUTE DATA
5500 1/4 ANGSTROM FILTER-5 PERCENT TRANSMISSI0^
8.10000E+01 l .OOOOOE+00
2.45473E-05 1.61846E+12 5.84463E-07
Figure C-10
C-31
PCI JEDEC-S20<ISS*SEC.II*1D>
S0URCE 2 S0LAR ABSOLUTE DATA
6562.8 1/2 ANGSTR0M FILTER-10 PERCEMT TRANSMISSI0N
7.87000E+OI l.OOOOOE+00
5.53859E-06 8.17041E+11 2. 47272E-07
PCI JEDEC-S20CISS, SEC*II,ID>
S0URCE 2 S0LAR ABS0LUTE DATA
4100 1/8 ANGSTR0M FILTER-5 PERCENT TRANSMISSION
9.10000E+01 l.OOOOOE+00
1.48796Er05 4. 75469E+11 2.30334E-07
PCI JEDEC-S20CISS*SEC,II,ID>
S0URCE 2 S0LAR ABSOLUTE DATA
5895.9 1/4 ANGSTR0M FILTER-5 PERCEMT TRANSMISSION
8.10000E+01 1.00000E*00
7. 72047E-07 6. 39620E+10 2. 15473E-08-
PC2A SILIC0M VIDIC0M
S0URCE 2 S0LAR ABS0LUTE DATA
4045.8 1/8 ANGSTR0M FILTER-5 PERCEMT TRAMSMISSI0N
9. 10000E+01 l.OOOOOE-t-00
8.67509E-07 9.79489E+09 4.80856E-09
PC2A SILIC0M VIDIC0M
S0URCE 2 S0LAR ABS0LUTE DATA
5500 1/4 AMGSTR0M FILTER-5 PERCEMT TRANSMISSI0M
8. lOOOOE+01 l.OOOOOE+00
2.22096E-04 1.61846E4-12 5.84463E-07
PC2A SILIC0M VIDIC0N
S0URCE 2 S0LAR ABS0LUTE DATA
6562.8 1/2 AMGSTR0M FILTER-10 PERCEMT TRAMSMISSI0M
7.87QOOE+01' l .OOOOOE + 00
9.44097E-05 8.17041E+11 2.47272E-07
PC2A SILIC0M VIDIC0M
S0URCE 2 S0LAR ABS0LUTE DATA
4100 1/8 AMGSTR0M FILTER-5 PERCEMT TRAMSMISSI0M
9.10000E+01 l.OOOOOE+00
4.43163E-05 4.75469E+11 2.30334E-07
PC2A SILIC0M VIDIC0M
S0URCE 2 S0LAR ABSOLUTE DATA
5895.8 1/4 ANGSTR0M FILTER-5 PERCENT TRANSMISSION
8.10000E+01 l.OOOOOE+00
8.18796E-06 6. 39620E+10 2. 15473E-OS-
PCS SL0W SCAN VIDIC0M
S0URCE 2 SOLAR ABS0LUTE DATA
4045.8 1/8 AMGSTR0M FILTER-5 PERCEMT TRAMSMISSI0M-
9.10000E+01 l.OOOOOE+00
2.30085E-07 9. 79489E+09 4.80856E-09
Figure C-10 (Continued)
C-32
PC3 SLOW SCAM V I D I C 0 M
SOURCE 2 S0LAR ABSOLUTE DATA
5500 1/4 ANGSTROM FILTER-5 PERCENT TRANSMISSION
8.10000E+01 l .OOOOOE+00
6.42898E-05 1.61846E+12 5.84463E-07
PC3 SL0W SCAM VIDIC0M
SOURCE 2 S0LAR ABSOLUTE DATA
6562.8 1/2 ANGSTROM FILTER-10 PERCEMT TRANSMISSION
7.87000E+01 l .OOOOOE+00
1.40541E-05 8.17041E+11 2.47272E-07
PC3 SL0W SCAN V I D I C 0 N
S0URCE 2 SOLAR ABSOLUTE DATA
4100 1/8 ANGSTROM FILTER-5 PERCENT TRANSMISSION
9.10000E+01 l .OOOOOE+00
1.15351E-05 4.75469E+11 2.30334E-07
PC3 SLOW SCAN V I D I C O M
SOURCE 2 SOLAR ABSOLUTE DATA
5895.9 1/4 ANGSTROM FILTER-5 PERCENT T R A N S M I S S I O N
8.10000E+01 l .OOOOOE+00
1.92305E-06 6.39620E+10 2. 15473E-08
PC4 RETURN BEAM V I D I C O N
SOURCE 2 SOLAR ABSOLUTE DATA
4045.8 1/8 ANGSTROM FILTER-5 PERCENT TRANSMISSION
9. 10000E+01 l .OOOOOE+00
1.01777E-06 9.79489E + 09 4.80856E-09
PC4 RETURN BEAM VIDICON
S0URCE 2 SOLAR ABSOLUTE DATA
5500 1/4 ANGSTROM FILTER-5 PERCENT TRANSMISSION
8.10000E+01 l .OOOOOE+00
1.98717E-04 1.61846E+12 5.84463E-07
PC4 RETURN BEAM V I D I C O N
SOURCE 2 SOLAR ABSOLUTE DATA
6562.8 1/2 ANGSTROM FILTER-10 PERCENT T R A N S M I S S I O N
7.87000E+01 l .OOOOOE+00
3.86494E-05 8 .17041E+11 2.47272E-07
PC4 RETURN BEAM V I D I C O N
SOURCE 2 SOLAR ABSOLUTE DATA
4100 1/8 ANGSTROM FILTER-5 PERCENT TRANSMISSION
9.10000E+01 l .OOOOOE+00
5. 17791E-05 4.75469E+11 2.30334E-07
PC4 RETURN BEAM VIDICON
SOURCE 2 SOLAR ABSOLUTE DATA
5895.9 1/4 ANGSTROM FILTER-5 PERCENT TRANSMISSION
8.10000E+01 l.OOOOOE+00
6. 59733E-06 6. 39620E+10 2. 15473E-08
Figure C-10 (Continued)
C-33
PC4 RETURN BEAM VIDIC0N
SOURCE 3 P-20 SPECTRAL RESPONSE (S0URCE 2 INPUT T0 INTENSI Fl ER>-
6562.8 1/2 ANGSTROM FILTER IN FRONT EMD 0F TUBE
8.90000E-01 1.OOOOOE+00
5.82768E-04 6. 41132E+12 1.89559E-06
PC4 RETURM BEAM VIDIC0N
SOURCE 3 P-20 SPECTRAL RESP0NSE ( S0URCE 2 IMPUT T0 I >JTEMSI FI ER>-
4100 1/8 ANGSTROM FILTER IN FR0NT END 0F TUBE
8.90000E-01 1.OOOOOE+00
1.56563E-03 1.45377E+13 5.09255E-06
.PC4 RETURM BEAM VIDIC0M
S0URCE 3 P-20 SPECTRAL RESP0MSE ( S0URCE 2 IMPUT T0 IMTEMSIFIER)
5895.9 1/4 ANGSTR0M FILTER I \J FR3M EMD 0F TUBE
8.90000E-01 1. OOOOOE-i-00
3.12345E-05 7. 54306E-H 1 2. 64234E-07
PC3 SL0W SCAM VIDIC0'M
SOURCE 3 P-20 SPECTRAL RESPONSE CS0URCE 2 INPUT TO IMTENSI FIER)
2200 100 ANGSTROM FILTER IN FRONT END 0F TUBE
8.90000E-01 l.OOOOOE+00
1.38692E-02 5.71690E+14 2.00263E-04
PC4 RETURN BEAM VIDIC0N
SOURCE 3 P-20 SPECTRAL RESPONSE (SOURCE 2 IMPUT T0 INTENSIFIER)
2200 100 ANGSTROM FILTER IN FRONT END OF TUBE
8.90000E-01 1.OOOOOE+00
6. 15678E-02 5.71690E+14 2.00263E-04
Figure C-10 (Continued)
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